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9 ABSTRACT: Serotonin 5-HT7 receptor (5-HT7R) has been
10 the subject of intense research efforts because of its presence in
11 brain areas such as the hippocampus, hypothalamus, and
12 cortex. Preclinical data link the 5-HT7R to a variety of central
13 nervous system processes including the regulation of circadian
14 rhythms, mood, cognition, pain processing, and mechanisms of
15 addiction. 5-HT7R blockade has antidepressant effects and
16 may ameliorate cognitive deficits associated with schizophre-
17 nia. 5-HT7R has been recently shown to modulate neuronal
18 morphology, excitability, and plasticity, thus contributing to shape brain networks during development and to remodel neuronal
19 wiring in the mature brain. Therefore, the activation of 5-HT7R has been proposed as a therapeutic approach for
20 neurodevelopmental and neuropsychiatric disorders associated with abnormal neuronal connectivity. This Perspective celebrates
21 the silver jubilee of the discovery of 5-HT7R by providing a survey of recent studies on the medicinal chemistry of 5-HT7R
22 ligands and on the neuropharmacology of 5-HT7R.

1. INTRODUCTION

23 Serotonin is a major neurotransmitter isolated in the late 1940s
24 and soon chemically identified as 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT).
25 Over the years, 5-HT has been one of the most widely studied
26 chemical messengers, with more than 200000 scientific papers
27 published until 2017 and approximately 50000 in the past
28 decade, according to the Scifinder database. 5-HT is responsible
29 for multiple physiological functions. In the periphery, it is widely
30 distributed in different organs including the gastrointestinal tract
31 where it regulates peristalsis, the cardiovascular system where it
32 induces vasoconstriction, and the blood where it is involved in
33 the coagulation process. In the central nervous system (CNS), 5-
34 HT is involved in multiple functions, including cognition and
35 memory processes, modulation of circadian rhythms, mood, food
36 intake, and emesis. All of these physiological processes are
37 mediated through a large class of receptors that are classified,
38 according to the IUPHAR, on the basis of structural, functional,
39 and pharmacological criteria into seven subfamilies.1 The 5-HT
40 receptor subtypes have been classified as follows: 5-HT1A, 5-
41 HT1B, 5-HT1D, 5-ht1e, 5-HT1F, 5-HT2A, 5-HT2B, 5-HT2C, 5-HT3,
42 5-HT4, 5-ht5a, (5-ht5a is yet to be confirmed as a receptor because
43 no robust response signal in native tissue has been reported so
44 far), 5-HT6, and 5-HT7.

1 Over the years, the unraveling of such
45 receptors family showed that most of them belong to the
46 rhodopsin-like subfamily (class A) of the G protein-coupled
47 receptors (GPCRs) family, except for 5-HT3, which is a ligand-
48 gated ion channel.1 The G protein-coupled 5-HT receptors share
49 common seven-transmembrane domains with a conserved

50architecture, together with the conserved DRY (Asp-Arg-Tyr)
51and NPxxY motifs that seem to be relevant for the activation of
52the machinery located at transmembrane (TM) 3 and TM7
53domains, respectively.2 To date, crystal structures have been
54reported only for the 5-HT1B and 5-HT2B receptors.

3,4 The main
55functional differences among the 5-HT receptors reside on the
56stimulatory or inhibitory effects of the coupled intracellular
57signaling molecules. 5-HT receptors control a wide array of
58physiopathological functions and 5-HT receptors or 5-HT itself
59are the target for a high number of the marketed drugs.2

60While the 5-HT1A receptor (5-HT1AR) was the first 5-HT
61receptor subtype to be cloned and one of the most extensively
62characterized,5 the 5-HT7 receptor (5-HT7R) was the last to be
63discovered in 1993, when at least three different research groups
64reported the cloning of 5-HT7R from different species.6−8 The 5-
65HT7R has been cloned from a variety of species, showing high
66interspecies homology, ranging from 90% to 96%. Among the 5-
67HT receptor family, the 5-HT7R shows the highest sequence
68homology (approximately 40%) with the 5-HT1AR that could
69explain why the majority of 5-HT7R ligands exhibit also 5-HT1AR
70affinity.9 The gene encoding for 5-HT7R protein is located in
71humans at the seventh chromosome and has two introns,
72whereas in rats it is located at the first chromosome and inmice at
73the 19th.7,10,11 Three different splice variants. h5-HT7(a), h5-
74HT7(b), h5-HT7(d), have been described so far in humans and four
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75 in rats, namely 5-HT7(a), 5-HT7(b), 5-HT7(c), and 5-HT7(e).
12,13

76 Human variants are structurally closely related, with differences
77 in their carboxyl terminal (C-terminus) tail. The splice variants
78 do not show major differences in their membrane localization
79 nor significant differences in their respective pharmacology and
80 signal transduction or functional coupling to Gs protein (see
81 below), suggesting that the C-terminus is not involved in the
82 binding of serotonergic ligands or the coupling to G protein.14

83 h5-HT7(a) and h5-HT7(b) receptors originate from alternative
84 splicing and are composed of 445 and 432 amino acids,
85 respectively. The h5-HT7(d) is composed of 479 amino acids,
86 exhibits the highest differences in the C-terminus, and shows a
87 different internalization pattern compared to the other isoforms,
88 suggesting a different interaction of the C-terminus with the
89 intracellular machinery.15 h5-HT7(d) is more abundant in the
90 spleen than in the CNS.
91 Initially, 5-HT7R was pharmacologically characterized by high

f1 92 affinity for compound 1 (5-CT, Figure 1) and compound 2 (8-

93 OH-DPAT, Figure 1). 5-HT7R is positively coupled to adenylate
94 cyclase (AC) through activation of Gs, resulting in an intracellular
95 increase of cAMP, and displays a high constitutive AC activity
96 (i.e., a constitutively active conformational state of the 5-HT7R
97 coupled with Gs).

6−8,16 5-HT7R is physically preassociated with
98 Gs in the absence of ligand. Upon agonist activation, the
99 preassociated complex undergoes conformational changes that
100 involve a rapid movement of the Gα subunit relative to the
101 receptor that likely results in GDP release. This event is followed
102 by a slow dissociation of Gβγ from both the receptor and Gα.

17,18

103 The physiological consequence of the preassociation is not
104 completely understood. It has been proposed that preassociation
105 could contribute to biologic function by providing a rapid onset
106 of receptor signaling. In addition, the binding of free G protein
107 can attenuate the signaling of other GPCRs that couple to the
108 sameG protein. Consequently, G protein scavenging might serve
109 as a tool by which a given cell could be more sensitive to specific
110 G protein signaling via that specific receptor.18

111 Prolonged stimulation by the agonist 5-HT and by the inverse
f2 112 agonist 5 (SB-269970, Figure 2) induced both homo- and

113 heterologous desensitization of Gs signaling in HEK293 cells,
114 suggesting that the desensitization is independent from the
115 activation of Gs.

19 5-HT7R can also couple to G12, a
116 heterotrimeric G protein that modulates the activity of small
117 monomeric GTPases, such as Rho, Rac, and Cdc42, which
118 belong to the Rho family of small GTPases.20,21 In hippocampal
119 neurons, 5-HT7R/G12 signaling regulates serum response
120 element (SRE)-mediated gene transcriptional activity and
121 modulates neuronal morphology through activation of RhoA
122 and Cdc42.20 In rat cultured hippocampal neurons, stimulation
123 of the 5-HT7R/G12 signaling pathway promotes the formation of
124 dendritic spines and accelerates synaptogenesis, leading to
125 enhanced spontaneous synaptic activity.21 The mechanisms
126 regulating the coupling to Gs or G12 are not clear yet. Because the

1275-HT7R undergoes post-translational modification through
128palmitoylation, it has been suggested that agonist-induced
129palmitoylation of 5-HT7R affects Gs-mediated constitutive
130activity, with no effect on G12-mediated activity. Therefore,
131palmitoylation/depalmitoylation might modify the constitutive
132activity of the receptor, switch the intracellular coupling, and
133eventually impact on the physiological effect.22

134The 5-HT7R is widely distributed in the human body with a
135prevalence, in the periphery, in the cardiovascular system,
136including the heart and blood vessels, in the gastrointestinal tract,
137including the small intestine and colon, in the liver, the ovary, and
138the testes.14 Autoradiographic and immunohistochemistry
139studies in human, guinea pig, and rat CNS showed that 5-
140HT7R is distributed in discrete areas with high to moderate
141concentrations in limbic areas, such as the thalamus, hypothal-
142amus, hippocampus, and amygdala, in the putamen, raphe and
143caudate nuclei, and cortical regions.9 On the basis of its
144distribution in the CNS, 5-HT7R was proposed to be involved
145in important functional roles such as thermoregulation, circadian
146rhythm, sleep, learning and memory, cognition impairment,
147stress, and schizophrenia.9,23,24 Studies consistently suggest a
148strong implication in mood disorders, including anxiety and
149depressive disorders.9,24 Understanding the implication of 5-
150HT7R in such brain functions/dysfunctions is even more
151complex in light of the cross-talk between 5-HT7 and 5-HT1A
152receptors.25−27 In fact, the two receptor subtypes exert opposite
153effects on the intracellular level of cAMP and are localized in the

Figure 1. Structures of nonselective reference 5-HT7R agonists.

Figure 2. Structures of selective 5-HT7 antagonists.
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154 same brain areas. In addition, most of the ligands show high
155 affinity for both receptors. Finally, recent studies evidenced that
156 5-HT7R and 5-HT1AR can form homo- or heterodimers.28,29

157 Soon after the discovery of the 5-HT7R, the lack of selective
158 ligands slowed down the progress in this research area. A number
159 of high-affinity, nonselective 5-HT7R ligands were identified,
160 including ergolines and tricyclic antipsychotic agents.30,31 As
161 these compounds showed complex pharmacological profiles due

162to their multireceptorial affinity, they have not been pursued for
163the development of selective 5-HT7R ligands. The affinity of
164several psychoactive drugs for the 5-HT7R along with the
165abundance of the receptor in discrete areas of the CNS
166stimulated the search for selective 5-HT7R ligands in both
167academia and pharmaceutical companies. It soon became evident
168that the high similarity between 5-HT7R and 5-HT1AR was a
169relevant issue that, in some respects, remains unsolved. Starting

Figure 3. Antipsychotic and antidepressant drugs with antagonist activity at 5-HT7R.

Figure 4. Structures of selective 5-HT7R agonists.
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170 from 2000, extensive structure−activity relationship (SAR)
171 studies and pharmacokinetic optimization conducted at
172 GlaxoSmithKline led to the identification of the antagonists 3
173 (SB-258719), 4 (SB-258741), 5, and 6 (SB-656104) (Figure
174 2).32,33 Compounds 3 and 5, both endowed with a competitive
175 antagonist profile at 5-HT7R, stood out for their potency and
176 selectivity (100-fold selectivity over a range of GPCRs, including
177 5-HT1AR), but their high blood clearance limited their potential
178 application in clinical studies. Subsequent studies led to the
179 identification of the antagonist 6, which showed high potency
180 and selectivity along with an improved pharmacokinetic profile,
181 e.g., lower blood clearance when compared to 5, higher oral
182 bioavailability, and blood−brain barrier (BBB) penetration.
183 Researchers at Meiji Seika Kaisha Ltd. reported on the
184 development of the long chain arylpiperidine derivatives 7
185 (DR4004)34 and 8 (DR4365)35 (Figure 2). Both compounds
186 displayed antagonist properties at the 5-HT7R and good
187 selectivity toward the 5-HT2A receptor. Despite the encouraging
188 in vitro pharmacological profile, derivatives 7 and 8 were not
189 developed further in clinical trials. In 2012, researchers at Janssen
190 Research & Development reported the pyrazolo[3,4-d]azepine
191 derivative 9 (JNJ-18038683, Figure 2), as a potent 5-HT7R
192 antagonist with good selectivity over a panel of receptors and ion
193 channels, which was progressed to clinical studies as a potential
194 antidepressant.36 In addition, a number of atypical antipsy-
195 chotics, such as compounds 10 (asenapine), 11 (lurasidone), 12
196 (risperidone), 13 (aripiprazole), and 14 (amisulpride),24 as well
197 as the multimodal antidepressant drug compound 15 (vortiox-

f3 198 etine) were characterized as potent 5-HT7R antagonists (Figure
f3 199 3).37

200 Thus far, various selective 5-HT7R agonists have been
201 identified. The arylpiperazine derivatives 16 (LP-44)4,38 and

f4 202 17 (LP-211)39,40 (Figure 4) showed high affinity for the 5-HT7R
203 and moderate to low affinity for other 5-HT receptors, including
204 the 5-HT1AR. Both compounds were characterized as 5-HT7R
205 agonists as they induced 5-HT7-mediated relaxation of substance
206 P-stimulated guinea pig ileum contraction. The aminotetraline
207 derivative 18 (AS19, Figure 4) was reported as a potent 5-HT7R
208 partial agonist with high selectivity over other 5-HT receptor
209 subtypes.41 Laboratorios Esteve reported compounds 19 (E-
210 55888) and 20 (E-57431) (Figure 4) as potent and selective full
211 agonists with efficacy and potency similar to that of 5-HT.41,42

212 Finally, oleamide has been reported as 5-HT7R negative allosteric
213 modulator.43

214 The availability of 5-HT7R agonists and antagonists as well as
215 of 5-HT7R-knockout mice provided the scientific community
216 with powerful tools to get deeper insights on the role of 5-HT7R
217 in health and disease. However, after 25 years after the discovery
218 of the 5-HT7R, many questions put at the beginning and many
219 others arisen over the years are still open. To celebrate the silver
220 jubilee of the discovery of the 5-HT7R, we report here an
221 overview on the most relevant advances in the understanding of
222 the pathophysiological role of 5-HT7R in CNS disorders and
223 their therapeutic potential. Moreover, this perspective summa-
224 rizes the medicinal chemistry efforts in the 5-HT7R field from
225 2011 to date (for a survey of 5-HT7R ligands before 2011 see refs
226 30,31).

2. PHARMACOPHORE MODELS FOR 5-HT7R LIGANDS
227 Because the identification of the 5-HT7R, computer-aided
228 techniques (homology models and 3D receptor-based pharma-
229 cophore models) have been extensively applied to accelerate the
230 development of selective and potent 5-HT7R ligands.44−47 Here

231we briefly report the most consolidated pharmacophore models
232developed thus far.
233The first pharmacophore hypothesis, built on a set of available
234antagonists using CATALYST software, proposed that five
235structural elements were essential for the binding to the receptor:
236a positively charged nitrogen atom (PI), a H-bond acceptor
237 f5(HBD), and three hydrophobic regions (HYD1−3) (Figure 5a).

238The hypothesis was validated by designing a set of
239naphtholactam and naphthosultam derivatives which led to the
240identification of derivative 21 (UCM-5600, 5-HT7 Ki = 89 nM,
241Figure 5b) as a new lead compound.48

242Next, the structural features required for 5-HT7/5-HT1A
243selectivity were evaluated by identifying specific interactions
244between pharmacophore features and amino acid residues. These
245interactions included: ionic interaction with Asp3.32 and the
246protonated amine (PI) of the ligands, π−π interaction between
247aromatic ring (HYD2 + HYD3) and Phe3.28, H-bond
248interaction of the carbonyl group (HBA) and Ser6.55, hydro-
249phobic interactions between dihydroindolone ring (HYD1) and
250Phe5.47, or Phe6.52 placed into a small cavity formed between
251 f6TM5 and TM6 helices (Figure 6). The authors proposed that
252decreasing the distance between PI and HBA features improves
253selectivity by forcing the ligand to bind Ser6.55, an amino acid
254that is present only in 5-HT7R. Polar substitutions at the
255HYD2+HYD3 region increase selectivity because of a possible

Figure 5. (a) Pharmacophoric features for 5-HT7 antagonism proposed
by Loṕez-Rodriǵuez et al. (b) 3D structure of the lead compound 21.48

Figure 6. General 2-D binding mode and pharmacophoric features
proposed by Medina et al.49
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256 interaction with Arg7.36, another amino acid that is present only
257 in 5-HT7R. Finally, an increase of the size of HYD2+HYD3
258 region results in a decrease of selectivity because it induces
259 clashes with Val2.61 in the 5-HT7R and favors the interaction
260 with Tyr2.64 in the 5-HT1AR.

49 The hypothesis was confirmed
261 through the synthesis a new series of arylpiperazine derivatives.
262 The first receptor-based pharmacophore for the 5-HT7R was
263 constructed by Kołaczkowski et al., which evaluated, through
264 docking studies, the mode of interaction of selective and
265 nonselective antagonists with the receptor binding site.50 The
266 authors proposed two hypotheses for antagonists binding to the
267 receptor: an “affinity” pharmacophore and a “selectivity”

f7 268 pharmacophore (Figure 7). The “affinity” pharmacophore was

269 characterized by six features representing specific interactions
270 points in the ligand structure: a protonated nitrogen (PI), three
271 hydrophobic/aromatic regions (HYD/AR1−3), and two H-
272 bond acceptors (HBA1,2) (Figure 7). The affinity is determined
273 by the presence of at least three out of six structural features: the
274 basic nitrogen PI and one of ARs (capable of specific CH−π or
275 π−π interaction) are strictly necessary, while the third may be a
276 HBA or another HYD/AR region. Each of the features interacts
277 specifically with the receptor structure. On the other hand, the
278 selectivity is the result of the presence of strong electrostatic (PI)
279 and π−electronic interactions (HYD/AR1), which are common
280 to all selective antagonists, and an additional interaction of HBA1
281 or HYD/AR2.50

282 The first pharmacophore model for 5-HT7R agonists was
283 proposed by Vermeulen et al.51 Full conformational analysis of a
284 set of 20 diverse 5-HT7R agonists in their protonated form was
285 performed followed by a pharmacophore-identifying procedure
286 through ligand overlap. The obtained model defined the
287 distances between four pharmacophoric elements: a basic
288 nitrogen atom (PI), an H-bonding acceptor group (HBA), and

f8 289 two hydrophobic domains (HYD) (Figure 8). The residues

290Asp3.32 (interaction with a protonated nitrogen) and Thr5.43
291(interaction with a substituent at an aromatic moiety) were
292identified as important for ligand binding. Amino acid residues of
293the aromatic cluster of TM6 region were hypothesized to play an
294important role in ligand binding as π−π stacking moieties. It was
295also proposed that the agonists missing a hydrogen-bond-
296accepting moiety, but instead possessing an aromatic substituent,
297could bind to the receptor with high affinity as well by occupying
298a lipophilic pocket hosted by residues of the TM5 and TM6
299helices.51

300From a comparison of the described pharmacophore models,
301it is evident that at least four chemical features are necessary for
302antagonist activity: the positively charged nitrogen atom, the
303HBA, and two hydrophobic/aromatic centers. The pharmaco-
304phore model for agonists is described by the same four chemical
305features but with different a orientation and intramolecular
306distances.
307Rague et al. have recently described two pharmacophore
308models for long-chain arylpiperazine derivatives and sulfona-
309mide-containing compounds using MOE software, which
310identified pharmacophore features in agreement with those
311identified in the older models.52

3. 5-HT7R LIGANDS
312Over the years, a large number of 5-HT7R ligands, agonists, and
313antagonists have been reported belonging to different chemical
314classes which are identified by the main scaffold or a functional
315group present in the molecules (i.e., long chain arylpiperazines,
316sulfonamides, biphenylmethyl derivatives). As discussed in the
317previous section, 5-HT7R ligands usually have a protonable
318nitrogen that serves as an anchoring point to Asp3.32. This
319interaction is supplemented by additional interactions with
320aromatic/hydrophobic residues, which modulate affinity and
321selectivity toward other related receptors.
322One of the most thoroughly explored classes of 5-HT7R
323ligands is the class of long chain arylpiperazine derivatives, which
324are characterized by an arylpiperazine moiety linked through an
325alkyl spacer to a terminal fragment. During the years, huge efforts

Figure 7. Pharmacophoric features for (a) the “Affinity” hypothesis and
(b) the “Selectivity” hypothesis for 5-HT7 antagonists proposed by
Kołaczkowski et al.50

Figure 8. Pharmacophoric features for the 5-HT7R agonism proposed
by Vermeulen et al.51
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326 have been made in structural modification of the long chain
327 arylpiperazine template with the aim of identifying and
328 developing selective 5-HT7R ligands. As a result, a large number
329 of compounds showing a wide array of binding properties have
330 been reported.
331 Egis Pharmaceuticals reported on a series of arylpiperazine
332 derivatives bearing an oxindole nucleus as the terminal fragment
333 exemplified by compound 22. Although compound 22 exhibited
334 very high binding affinity (5-HT7Ki = 0.79 nM), good selectivity,
335 and antagonistic profile, the poor pharmacokinetic profile
336 prompted further optimization.53 Structural modifications were
337 performed by introducing various basic groups, an alkyl residue
338 at the 3-position of the oxindole ring, and inserting one or more

f9 339 halogens on the terminal fragment (general structure I, Figure
f9 340 9).54 The affinity data of the new derivatives confirmed previous

341 SARs. In fact, the position of the substituent on the phenyl ring
342 linked to the piperazine nucleus was important for 5-HT7R
343 affinity, whereas the introduction of halogens on the oxindole
344 ring did not impact on 5-HT7R affinity. Several ligands having
345 nanomolar affinity for 5-HT7R were identified and, in some
346 cases, good selectivities over the 5-HT1A and α1 receptors were
347 also observed (i.e., compound 23, Figure 9). On the other hand,
348 the performed structural modifications did not lead to a
349 substantial improvement of the stability of the compounds
350 toward oxidative metabolism. In addition, despite their high 5-
351 HT7R affinity and antagonistic profile, the compounds did not
352 demonstrate antidepressant activity when tested in forced
353 swimming test (FST) in mice.54 Therefore, this class of 5-
354 HT7R antagonists was not further developed.
355 Lacivita and colleagues at the University of Bari have been
356 actively involved for many years in the development of
357 arylpiperazine-based high-affinity 5-HT7R ligands, exemplified
358 by the selective agonist 17 (Figure 4), which has been extensively
359 used as pharmacological tool to study the effect of 5-HT7R
360 activation in vitro and in vivo (see below).39,55 An in vivo
361 disposition study in mice demonstrated that the agonist 17
362 rapidly reached the brain after intraperitoneal injection and, like
363 other 1-arylpiperazine derivatives, underwent N-dealkylation of
364 the aliphatic chain attached to the piperazine nitrogen, leading to
365 the formation of the unsubstituted arylpiperazine 24 (RA-7,

f10 366 Figure 10) as the main metabolite. This potentially active
367 metabolite was also able to concentrate in mouse brain, and this
368 might be of relevance because the final pharmacological effect
369 might result from the interplay between the neurochemical
370 action of the parent drug and the active metabolite.40 Therefore,

371with the aim to improve the stability of 17 to N-dealkylation, the
372scaffold of 17 was manipulated with the aim to identifiy new 5-
373HT7R agonists with pharmacological properties similar to those
374of 17 and improved metabolic stability. A first attempt to
375improve metabolic stability was to target compounds with lower
376lipophilicity than 17.56 This was achieved by replacing the
377cyanophenyl portion of compound 17 with a pyridyl nucleus and
378the pentamethylene chain with an ethoxyethyl spacer (general
379structure II, Figure 10). The 1-(2-biphenyl)piperazine moiety of
38017 was replaced with 1-[2-(4-methoxyphenyl)phenyl]piperazine
381because this substitution led to an improvement of the selectivity
382over 5-HT1A and α1 receptors. The structural modifications were
383well tolerated because the new derivatives showed nanomolar
384affinity for 5-HT7R and good selectivities over off-target
385receptors. In addition, the performed structural modifications
386translated in improved in vitro microsomal stability as compared
387to 17.56 Compound 26 (Figure 10) was selected for further in
388vivo pharmacokinetic studies, but it was rapidly metabolized to
389the unsubstituted 1-[2-(4-methoxyphenyl)phenyl]piperazine
390and was eliminated more rapidly (t1/2 = 44 min) as compared
391to compound 17 (t1/2 = 62 min).56 A second attempt to obtain
392compounds with metabolic stability greater than 17 consisted in
393increasing the “local” polarity in the terminal arylmethyl
394carboxamide fragment by inserting water-solubilizing groups
395(general structure III, Figure 10).57 This structural modification
396did not substantially change the affinity for 5-HT7R but led to a
397loss of selectivity and had limited beneficial effect on metabolic
398stability. Next, different substitution patterns of the biphenyl
399nucleus linked to the piperazine ring were evaluated. The data
400showed that this structural modification had limited impact on
401affinity and selectivity but had a beneficial effect on metabolic
402stability, suggesting that the steric rather than the electronic
403effect of the substituent on the biphenyl system was responsible
404for the increased metabolic stability. Among the studied
405compounds, derivative 27 (Figure 10) exhibited agonist
406properties and improved metabolic stability in vitro as compared
407to 17 and was able to stimulate neurite outgrowth in neuronal
408primary cultures in shorter time and lower concentration than
409compound 17. In addition, compound 27 showed a
410biodistribution profile comparable to that of 17.57

411The observation that the unsubstitued piperazine 24 was able
412to bind to the 5-HT7R with high affinity (Ki = 1.4 nM), despite
413the lack ofN4-substituent, which is generally considered essential
414for binding, stimulated interest in studying the SARs of
415biphenylpiperazines.58 Therefore, different substituents on the

Figure 9. Structures of the long chain arylpiperazine derivatives developed by Egis Pharmaceuticals.54
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416 distal phenyl nucleus at the 2- or 3-position of compound 24
417 were introduced with the aim to understand the structural
418 requirements for the interaction with 5-HT7R (general structure
419 IV, Figure 10).58 In general, 1-(2-biphenyl)piperazines exhibited
420 higher affinity as compared to the corresponding 1-(3-
421 biphenyl)piperazine analogues. When substituents such as 2,6-
422 dimethoxy, 2-methoxy, and 2-methyl were introduced on the
423 distal phenyl ring, an opposite trend was observed, with the 1-(3-
424 biphenyl)derivatives more potent than the 1-(2-biphenyl)
425 counterparts. It was proposed that hydrophobic or H-bond
426 interactions might favor a proper orientation of the molecule
427 within the binding pocket. Docking studies supported these
428 results and showed that the 5-HT7R hydrophobic binding pocket
429 was able to accommodate and tolerate different substituents if
430 the distal phenyl was in the 2-position. Among the studied

431compounds, derivative 25 (Figure 10) showed the best
432combination of affinity and selectivity.58 The functional activity
433of compounds 24 and 25were investigated in in vitro and ex vivo
434assays. Both compounds were able to induce relaxation of guinea
435pig ileum in the same fashion as 5-CT, thus behaving as agonists
436in this experimental setup. Instead, both compounds failed to
437stimulate cAMP accumulation in 5-HT7a-expressing HeLa cells,
438thus behaving as antagonists. These results were quite interesting
439because, for the first time, dual agonist/antagonist ligands were
440reported for the 5-HT7R, and this might help to explain some
441inconsistencies in the role of 5-HT7R in the CNS (see below).
442The increase of the metabolic stability and selectivity for the 5-
443HT7R over the 5-HT1AR was the main goal of the structural
444modifications performed on compound 28, previously reported
445as dual 5-HT7/5-HT1A receptor ligand (Figure 10).59 The

Figure 10. Arylpiperazine-based 5-HT7R ligands developed at the University of Bari.
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446 different substituents on the arylpiperazine ring as well as
447 different basic moieties were introduced. The newly synthesized
448 compounds, although showing better in vitro metabolic stability,
449 exhibited poor selectivity toward 5-HT1AR. Compound 30
450 (Figure 10), in which the 2-methoxy group was replaced with a
451 phenyl ring, showed the best combination of affinity, selectivity,
452 and metabolic stability.59,60

453 Researchers at the University of Catania have developed a
454 series of long chain arylpiperazine derivatives bearing a 2-
455 benzoxazolone or 2-benzothiazolone moiety as the terminal
456 fragment which have dual 5-HT7/HT1A ligand properties

f11 457 (general structure V, Figure 11).61 SARs studies evidenced that
458 the substitution of the arylpiperazine moiety influenced the
459 affinity for 5-HT7R, whereas the length of the intermediate alkyl
460 chain was important for the selectivity toward 5-HT1AR. The
461 replacement of the arylpiperazine with the isoquinoline nucleus

462improved the selectivity toward 5-HT1AR. Compound 30
463(Figure 11) demonstrated nanomolar affinity for the 5-HT7R
464(Ki = 2.84 nM) and >25-fold selectivity over 5-HT1AR. Docking
465studies using the homology models of 5-HT7 and 5-HT1A
466receptors were in agreement with the SARs and evidenced that
467the compounds that bound to 5-HT7R adopted an L-shape
468conformation, with the terminal fragment pointing toward the
469extracellular loops. Instead, the compounds adopted an extended
470conformation when interacting with the 5-HT1AR.

61 In a
471subsequent paper, the 2-benzoxazolone and 2-benzothiazolone
472was replaced by the 5,6-dimethylthienopyrimidinone or the
473quinazolinone scaffold.62 An alkyl chain of four or five methylene
474units was inserted at the 2- or 3-position of the heterocyclic
475nucleus, linking differently substituted arylpiperazines (general
476structures VI, Figure 11). SAR studies indicated that the
477elongation of the alkyl spacer enhanced 5-HT7R affinity and

Figure 11. Structures of the arylpiperazine derivatives developed at the University of Catania.61
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478 that the 2-ethoxy substituent on the phenyl linked to the
479 piperazine ring was preferred for high 5-HT7R affinity.
480 Compounds 31 and 32 (Figure 11) were potent dual 5-HT7/
481 5-HT1A ligands and behaved as antagonists in a functional test.

62

482 To extend SAR studies on this class of derivatives, the
483 phenylpyrimidine and 2-methylquinazoline moieties were
484 introduced as the terminal fragment. A 1-arylpiperazine moiety
485 through a five-methylene chain was anchored at the nitrogen or
486 oxygen atom of the heterocyclic scaffolds. The affinity data were
487 in agreement with the previous SAR studies. Although several
488 derivatives showed 5-HT7R affinity in the nanomolar range, poor
489 selectivity toward 5-HT1AR was observed. Compounds 33 and
490 34 (Figure 11) were characterized as 5-HT7R antagonists.63 The
491 same research group reported new hetero bis-piperazinyl-1-
492 propanone derivatives, in which two arylpiperazine moieties
493 were connected through a butan-2-one spacer (general structure
494 VII, Figure 11). Derivatives 35 and 36 (Figure 11) with a benzyl
495 moiety in R1 and a 2-pyrimidinyl or 2-methoxyphenyl in R2
496 exhibited nanomolar affinity for 5-HT7R and selectivity over the
497 5-HT1AR.

64

498 Spadoni et al. designed a new series of long chain
499 arylpiperazine derivatives by linking a serotonin-like scaffold

f12 500 with the arylpiperazine moiety through an alkyl spacer (Figure
f12 501 12).65 The first group of compounds were prepared by linking

502 the 5-hydroxyindol-3-ylethylamine with different arylpipera-
503 zines. Compound 37 (Figure 12) showed 5-HT7R affinity in
504 the nanomolar range. Next, the 5-hydroxyindole ring was
505 replaced by bioisosteres such as tetraline, aniline, and phenol,
506 while different arylsubstituents were linked to the piperazine
507 ring. Compounds 38 and 39 (Figure 12) showed 5-HT7R affinity
508 in the nanomolar range. No data on selectivity or functional
509 properties were reported for these two compounds. Docking
510 studies using a 5-HT7R homology model contributed to the
511 elucidation of the binding mode of this group of compounds. It
512 was proposed that the 3-hydroxylanilinomoiety establishes anH-
513 bond with Ser5.42, while the phenyl ring linked to the piperazine
514 lies in the region of the binding site delimited by TM2, 3, and 7
515 helices. The authors speculated that this binding pose could be
516 consistent with antagonism at 5-HT7R.

65

517 Starting from the dual 5-HT1A/5-HT7R ligand 40 (MR25003,
f13 518 Figure 13), Sagnes et al. have developed a series of 1-arylindole-

519 based 5-HT7R antagonists.66 The pyrrole ring in compound 40
520 was replaced by an indole,and the impact on 5-HT7R affinity was
521 evaluated. Affinity data showed that this structural modification
522 was well tolerated. In addition, when the N-1 phenyl ring was
523 substituted with small alkyl substituent in the 2-position,
524 nanomolar 5-HT7R affinity values were observed. As regards to
525 the N-substituent of the piperazine, the presence of a phenyl or a

526substituted phenyl group was crucial to retain the 5-HT7R
527affinity. As for the selectivity toward 5-HT1AR, the substitution
528pattern on the arylpiperazine moiety was important. Among the
529studied compounds, derivative 41 (Figure 13) showed nano-
530molar 5-HT7R affinity and 15-fold selectivity over 5-HT1AR.

66

531Continuing their efforts to obtain 5-HT7R ligands,Medina et
532al. have reported on some indolone derivatives which
533demonstrated remarkable selectivity toward 5-HT1AR (general
534structure VIII, Figure 13).67 The compounds were designed on
535the basis of previous computational studies,suggesting that
536derivatives with short spacers would bind 5-HT7R with the
537protonated amine and the indolone moiety of the ligand both
538placed within the orthosteric site and that compounds with long
539spacers would reverse the binding mode so that the indolone
540moiety would expand toward the extracellular space. In the latter
541case, higher selectivity would be observed due sequence
542differences between 5-HT7R and 5-HT1AR. In agreement with
543this hypothesis, the compounds showed nanomolar affinity for 5-
544HT7R, whereas their 5-HT1AR affinity depended upon the length
545and the flexibility of the alkyl spacers. Among the studied
546compounds, compound 42 (Figure 13) showed subnanomolar
547affinity and remarkable selectivity toward 5-HT1AR. Moreover,
548compound 42 was characterized as a 5-HT7R antagonist and
549displayed antidepressant-like properties in a mouse tail
550suspension test (TST) and FST.67

551Strekowski et al. have reported on a series of 4-mono- or 4,6-
552disubstituted 2-(4-methylpiperazin-1-yl)pyrimidine derivatives
553(general structure IX, Figure 13) as high 5-HT7R affinity
554ligands.68 This scaffold was identified by screening an in-house
555compound library, previously developed as 5-HT2A receptor
556antagonists. The SAR studies included structural changes of the
557pyrimidine core moiety, changes of the 3-furyl group with other
558heteroaryl substituents, as well as additional substitutions at
559positions 5 and 6 of the pyrimidine. The affinity data indicated
560that insertion of an alkyl substituent at position 6 of the
561pyrimidine resulted in a substantial increase of the 5-HT7R
562affinity. In addition, the 4-(3-furyl) moiety was crucial for the 5-
563HT7R affinity of the substituted pyrimidines. The pyrimidine
564core could be replaced with a pyridine ring without a dramatic
565loss of the binding affinity. Compounds 43 and 44 (Figure 13)
566displayed nanomolar affinity (Ki = 7.1 and 1.6 nM, respectively)
567and selectivity toward 5-HT1A, 5-HT6, and D2 receptors, but not
5685-HT2AR, and showed antagonistic properties in the cAMP
569assay.68

5701-(Biphenyl-2-ylmethyl)arylpiperazine has been proposed as a
571new scaffold for the development of 5-HT7R ligands (compound
572 f1445, Figure 14).69 This scaffold was designed by combining the
573biphenyl group and the arylpiperazine moiety, two structural
574motifs shared by several 5-HT7R ligands, and evaluated through
575computational docking studies. The biphenyl-2-methylpiper-
576azinyl moiety of compound 45 showed similar docking mode as
577the phenylpyrazole group of compound 18 (Figure 14). In
578particular, the piperazine mimicked the dimethylamine group of
57918 interacting with the Asp3.32 and the biphenyl portion
580occupied a hydrophobic pocket of the receptor, similarly to the
581phenylpyrazole of 18. Instead, the phenyl ring linked to the
582piperazine interacted with an opposite hydrophobic pocket that
583could not be filled by the relatively small dimethylamino group of
58418. To elucidate the SARs of this new scaffold, a focused library
585was designed by introducing various aromatic substituents on the
586biphenyl as well as the piperazinylphenyl moieties. Affinity data
587indicate that the binding pocket in which the arylpiperazine was
588located is not large enough to accommodate the aryl-substituted

Figure 12. Structures of the 5-HT7R ligands developed by Spadoni et
al.65
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589 piperazinyl moiety. Only the 2-methoxy derivative 46 possesses
590 5-HT7R affinity comparable to that of compound 45. On the
591 other hand, the biphenyl moiety is located in a larger binding
592 pocket which can accommodate different substitution patterns.
593 In particular, compound 47, which has the 4-methoxy substituent
594 on the biphenyl ring and the 2-methoxyphenylpiperazine,
595 showed nanomolar 5-HT7R affinity (5-HT7 Ki = 46 nM). No
596 data about selectivity and functional activity were reported.69 In a
597 subsequent paper, the biphenyl-3-ylmethylpiperazine scaffold
598 was studied. Compound 48 (Figure 14) showed a Ki value of 15
599 nM at the 5-HT7R and antagonistic properties.70 In molecular
600 docking studies, compound 48 showed a binding mode
601 comparable to that of the antagonist 5. In fact, the 2-
602 methoxyphenyl moiety of 48 and the 4-methylpiperidine of 5
603 occupied the same binding pocket, which was left unoccupied by
604 the small dimethylamino group of 18. On the basis of these
605 results, the authors proposed that the 2-methoxyphenyl moiety
606 may be essential for the antagonistic function. When tested on a
607 panel of 5-HT receptor subtypes, compound 48 exhibited low
608 selectivity, in particular toward 5-HT2A and 5-HT2B.

69,71 The
609 introduction of various substituents and basic moieties on the
610 biphenyl portion (general structure X, Figure 14) led to the
611 identification of several derivatives endowed with 5-HT7R
612 affinity in the nanomolar range and antagonistic properties
613 (compound 49, Ki = 5.2 nM, Figure 14). No data on selectivity

614were reported.70 In a subsequent paper, the 2-methoxyphenylpi-
615perazine moiety was combined with the biphenylmethyl group
616through an alkylamide linker similar to that of the reference 5-
617HT7R ligands 7 (Figure 2), 16, and 17 (Figure 4).72 Compound
61850 (Figure 14) showed the highest 5-HT7R affinity (Ki = 8.69
619nM) and good selectivity over other 5-HT receptor subtypes,
620except 5-HT1A, 5-HT1B, and 5-HT2C receptors. Compound 50
621behaved as antagonist in a functional cAMP assay and
622demonstrated antidepressant-like properties in the FST.72 In a
623follow-up study, the biphenylmethyl moiety of compound 50was
624replaced by a carbazole. Among the studied compounds,
625compound 51 (Figure 14) was characterized as a 5-HT7R
626antagonist with favorable pharmacokinetic properties (good oral
627bioavailability, long elimination half-life, and brain-to-plasma
628ratio). Compound 51 exerted antidepressant effect in FST in
629mice after intraperitoneal injection although at high doses (30
630mg/kg).
631Arylsulfonamides, which are analogues of the antagonists 5
632and 6 (Figure 2), have been thoroughly studied as 5-HT7R
633ligands by researchers at Jagellonian University. In 2011, Zajdel
634et al. proposed a new series of arene and quinoline sulfonamides
635 f15as 5-HT7R ligands (general structures XI and XII, Figure 15).73

636Structural modifications on these compounds evaluatued
637different basic moieties (2-methoxyphenylpiperazine (2-MPP),
6381,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline, 4,5,6,7-tetrahydrothieno[3,2-c]-

Figure 13. Miscellaneous of 5-HT7R ligands.
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639 pyridine, and perihydroisoquinoline (PHIQ)), the length of the
640 spacer, and the aryl group linked to the sulfonamide residue.
641 Affinity data indicated that the presence of the 2-MPP moiety
642 was beneficial for 5-HT1AR affinity and, to some extent, for 5-
643 HT6 and 5-HT2A receptors affinity, whereas the PHIQ nucleus
644 was preferable for 5-HT7R affinity. In addition, increasing the
645 length of the alkyl spacer was beneficial for 5-HT7R affinity as
646 well as the introduction of a hydrophobic fragment to the
647 nitrogen of the sulfonamide group. In addition, the substitution
648 and localization of the nitrogen atom in the aromatic ring of
649 sulfonamide moiety affect 5-HT7R affinity and selectivity.

650Compound 52 (PZ-376, Figure 15) showed nanomolar affinity
651for 5-HT7R (Ki = 13 nM) and good selectivity over 5-HT1A, 5-
652HT2A, 5-HT6, and α1 receptors and was characterized as an
653antagonist in a cAMP functional assay. The antagonist properties
654of compound 52 was confirmed in vivo as the compound elicited
655antidepressant-like effects in FST in mice, similarly to the
656reference antagonist 5.73 Subsequent papers reported an
657extensive exploration on the arylamide and arylsulfonamide
658scaffolds for 5-HT7R affinity.74,75 In particular, using a parallel
659solid-phase synthesis integrated with virtual combinatorial library
660design and a multistep virtual screening, privileged molecular

Figure 14. Structures of the biphenylmethyl derivatives developed by Kim et al.69−72
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661 substructures were identified as arylpiperazine biomimetics.

662 Thus, the arylpiperazine moiety was replaced with flexible

663 aryloxy-/arylthio-ethyl fragment, while the alkyl spacer of the
664 long chain arylpiperazine derivatives was partially rigidified by

665including it in cyclic amines such as 4-aminomethylpiperidine, 4-

666aminopiperidine, or 3-aminopyrrolidine. Affinity data showed

667that the distance between the basic nitrogen and the amide/
668sulfonamide moiety was important for 5-HT7R affinity and that

Figure 15. Arylsulfonamide derivatives developed by Zajdel and co-workers.73

Figure 16. Arylsulfonamide-based 5-HT7R ligands developed by Zajdel and co-workers.
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669 the sulfonamide fragment was preferred as compared to an amide
670 moiety. The introduction of a substituent at the 2-position of the
671 aryloxy-/arylthio-ethyl fragments was preferred for 5-HT7R high
672 affinity, with the 2-phenyl substituent preferential for selectivity
673 toward 5-HT7R over 5-HT1AR. Most of the newly synthesized
674 compounds showed Ki values >200 nM at the 5-HT6R, whereas
675 the majority of them were able to bind D2 receptors with
676 nanomolar affinity. In particular, compound 53 (PZ-766, Figure
677 15), among others, showed subnanomolar 5-HT7R affinity (Ki =
678 0.3 nM) good selectivity over 5-HT1A, 5-HT6, and D2 receptors,
679 and antagonistic properties in a functional cAMP assay.74 The
680 binding mode of 53 at the 5-HT7R was studied by molecular
681 docking studies and showed that in addition to the expected
682 interactions with Asp3.32 and Phe6.51, compound 53 formed
683 polar and hydrophobic contacts with Glu7.35 and Arg7.36 and
684 with Leu7.39, respectively.75 Replacement of the isopropyl group
685 of 53 with methyl, methoxy, and isopropoxy substituents
686 generally afforded derivatives with lower 5-HT7R affinity and
687 decreased selectivity over the 5-HT1AR. Compound 53 was
688 further optimized by substituting the isopropyl group in the
689 aryloxy ring with a phenyl group and modifying the aromatic
690 nucleus linked to the sulfonamide moiety. In rats, compounds 53
691 and 54 (PZ-1404, Figure 15) exerted antidepressant and
692 anxiolytics effect in the FST and in the four-plate test (FPT)
693 and improved cognitive functions when tested in the novel object
694 recognition (NOR) task. Interestingly, compound 54 elicited in
695 vivo effects at lower doses than compound 53 despite lower 5-
696 HT7R affinity and selectivity.75

697The aryloxy and arylsulfonamide fragments were further
698modified affording compounds 55 and 56 (PZ-1417 and PZ-
699 f161150, respectively, Figure 16), which showed good selectivity
700over a number of receptors and antagonistic properties at the 5-
701HT7R. In addition, both compounds exhibited antidepressant-
702and anxiolytic-like properties assessed in FST, TST, and FPT.76

703In a subsequent paper, the impact of N-alkylation of the
704sulfonamide moiety on 5-HT7R affinity and selectivity over 5-
705HT1A, 5-HT2A, and D2 receptors was evaluated with the aim to
706extend a polypharmacological approach to the treatment of
707complex diseases. Therefore, a series of N-methyl and N-
708cyclopropylmethyl arylsulfonamide derivatives of aryloxyethylpi-
709peridines was prepared, exemplified by compounds 57 and 58
710(Figure 16). SAR studies indicated that N-alkylation of the
711sulfonamide did not affect greatly the affinity for 5-HT7R. On the
712other hand, this modification had different effect on selectivity
713depending on the substitution of the aryloxyethyl moiety. In the
714case of compounds containing isopropyl or phenyl substituents
715at the 2-position of the phenyl ring, a decrease of 5-HT7R
716selectivity over 5-HT1AR, 5-HT2AR, and D2 receptors was
717observed, whereas compounds bearing a tert-butyl group showed
718improved selectivity toward these receptors. This study allowed
719the identification of the selective 5-HT7R antagonist 57 (Figure
72016) and of the multimodal 5-HT2A/5-HT7/D2 receptor
721antagonist 58 (Figure 16). Both compounds showed acceptable
722metabolic stability (microsomal CLint = 77.9 and 55.9 μL/mg/
723min, respectively) and demonstrated antidepressant-like (FST
724test) and pro-cognitive properties (NOR task) in rats.77 Next, the

Figure 17. Arylpiperazine-based 5-HT7R ligands developed at Jagellonian University.79,80
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725 elongation of the alkyl spacer from 2 to 3 methylene units did not
726 reduce affinity and selectivity for the 5-HT7R. In addition, the
727 interaction with the 5-HT7R could be also modulated by the
728 introduction of a small substituent in the propyl spacer. In
729 particular, the introduction a secondary alcohol functional group
730 was preferential for interaction with the 5-HT7R only in
731 compounds with an ortho-phenyl substituent at the aryloxy
732 fragment. Compound 59 produced antidepressant-like effects in
733 the FST and TST, potentiated the antidepressant properties of
734 inactive doses of escitalopram and bupropion in the FST, and
735 displayed pro-cognitive properties in rat in NOR task.78

736 The same research group at the Jagiellonian University have
737 also designed and prepared, using solid-phase synthesis, long
738 chain arylpiperazine derivatives that contain cyclic amino acid
739 amides in the terminal fragment (see compound 60 and 61,

f17 740 Figure 17). The compounds were endowed with good affinity for
741 the 5-HT7R and selectivity over the 5-HT1AR. The most
742 interesting results were obtained when 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoqui-
743 noline-3-carboxamides was introduced as the terminal fragment.
744 Replacing the phenyl ring linked to the piperazine with a
745 benzisoxazole significantly increased 5-HT7R affinity because of
746 an additional H-bond with Ser5.42 or/and Thr3.37 was formed
747 (compound 60, Figure 17).79 Subsequently, the length of the
748 alkyl chain and the different substituents at the 2-position of the
749 phenylpiperazine were evaluated.80 As a general trend, these
750 modifications afforded compounds with increased 5-HT7R
751 affinity and reduced selectivity over the 5-HT1AR. Compound
752 61 (Figure 17) was characterized as a 5-HT7R antagonist and
753 elicited antidepressant-like activity in FST in mice.80

754 The introduction of the 4,5-dihydro-1,2,4-triazine-6(1H)-one
755 residue as terminal fragment in the long chain arylpiperazine
756 scaffold provided compounds with dual 5-HT1A/5-HT7 receptor
757 properties (general structure XIV, Figure 17).81 The most
758 interesting dual ligand 62 (Figure 17) exhibitedKi = 6 nM and 14
759 nM at 5-HT7 and 5-HT1A receptors, respectively.
760 Starting from previously studied hydantoin-based α-adrener-
761 gic ligands, Handzlik et al. performed an extensive study on a new
762 class of phenylpiperazine derivatives as 5-HT7R ligands, starting
763 from the lead compound 63 (Figure 17).82 The exploration of
764 the SARs indicated that introducing a 2-methoxy substituent on
765 the phenylpiperazine ring was beneficial for 5-HT7R affinity and
766 that shifting the insertion of the alkyl chain from the 1- to 3-
767 position of the hydantoin nucleus as well as removing one of the
768 phenyl ring from the 5-position of the hydantoin led to optimal
769 affinity and selectivity for 5-HT7R. On the other hand,
770 unbranched alkyl linkers promoted 5-HT1AR affinity as well as
771 a pentyl linker coupled with a 5-methyl-5-phenyl hydantoin
772 residue enhanced α1 receptor affinity. Compound 64 (MF-8,
773 Figure 17) exhibited high 5-HT7R affinity (Ki = 3 nM) and >40-
774 fold selectivity toward 5-HT1A, 5-HT6, 5-HT3, and α1
775 receptors.83 Further optimization of compound 64 was focused
776 on the N4-substituent of the piperazine nucleus. Compound 65
777 (Figure 17), bearing a diphenyl methyl group, showed good 5-
778 HT7R affinity (Ki = 79 nM) and 70-fold selectivity over 5-HT1A
779 and was characterized as an antagonist.84

780 All the 5-HT7R ligands described so far fit well into the
781 pharmacophore hypotheses described in the previous para-
782 graphs, as they share common pharmacophoric features such as a
783 basic center (often represented by a piperazine ring), one or two
784 hydrophobic domains (generally represented by aryl residues),
785 and a H-bonding acceptor group. The importance of the basic
786 center is in agreement with mutagenesis and crystallographic
787 studies, which have shown that the interaction between the basic

788amine of the ligand and the conserved Asp3.32 is crucial for the
789binding of both agonists and antagonists of aminergic GPCRs.
790On the other hand, over the last several years, nonbasic ligands of
791aminergic GPCRs have emerged as rule breakers. In fact, some
792low-basicity ligands with nanomolar and subnanomolar affinities
793for 5-HT2A, 5-HT6, and 5-HT1B receptors have been
794identified.85,86 These ligands lack the capability of forming a
795strong, charge-assisted hydrogen bond with Asp3.32 of the
796receptor protein. Recently, low-basicity 5-HT7R ligands have also
797been described. Starting from the hypothesis that an aromatic
798basic moiety can mimic the amine functionality of a 5-HT7R
799ligand, Hogendorf et al. have recently described a new series of 5-
800aryl-1-alkylimidazoles as 5-HT7R ligands in which the indole ring
801 f18represents the basic fragment (general formula XIV, Figure
802 f1818).87 The SARs indicated that the indole NH group was crucial

803for the interaction of this set of compounds with the receptor
804because N-methylated indoles were inactive. The presence of
805bulky and lipophilic substituents at the 5-position of the indole
806ring was beneficial. The presence of small alkyl substituents,
807specifically an ethyl residue, are preferred on the imidazole ring.
808Compounds 66 and 67 (Figure 18) showed nanomolar affinity
809along with remarkable selectivity toward 5-HT1AR and behaved
810as full 5-HT7R agonists. The binding mode of this class of
811compounds was studied by docking the compounds in the active
812site of a 5-HT7R homology model. It was proposed that the
813indole nucleus formed a hydrogen bond with Asp3.32 and
814aromatic interactions (CH−π or π−π stacking) with the Phe6.51
815or Phe6.52 residues, whereas the imidazole ring formed an H-
816bond with Arg6.58. Because Arg6.58 is a unique feature of the 5-
817HT7R, this could explain the high selectivity of compounds 66
818and 67. Because the introduction a halogen atom in the 5-
819position of the indole ring increased 5-HT7R affinity propor-
820tionally to the size of the halogen atom, a halogen bond between
821the ligand and the carbonyl oxygen of the backbone of the TM5
822helix was hypothesized. Compounds 66 and 67 were water-
823soluble, stable in liver microsomes (human CLint = 3.69 and 6.3
824mL/min/kg), and showed very low toxicity in HEK-293 and
825HepG2 cells. In addition, an in vivo disposition study revealed
826that compound 66 rapidly accumulated in the brain with a good
827brain-to-plasma ratio (6.34). Moreover, compound 66 improved

Figure 18. Low-basicity 5-HT7R ligands.
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828 cognitive dysfunctions in mice because it dose-dependently
829 reversed MK-801-induced disruption in NOR.87

4. PET RADIOLIGANDS
830 Positron emission tomography (PET) is a molecular imaging
831 technique that is increasingly being used in drug development
832 because PET radioligands allow quantification of molecular
833 processes and interactions between a candidate drug and its
834 molecular target.88 Accordingly, imaging of the5-HT7R using
835 PETmight be useful in the quantification of receptor distribution
836 and expression in the brain as well as to elucidate the involvement
837 of this receptor in physiological and pathological conditions.
838 In the past few years, considerable effort has been devoted to
839 the development of potential PET radioligands for the
840 visualization of the 5-HT7R in the brain. An adequate PET
841 radiotracer for neuroreceptor visualization must fulfill many
842 criteria: the candidate compound should have high affinity and
843 specificity for the target receptor, low toxicity, low metabolic
844 clearance, high brain penetrance, low nonspecific binding,
845 absence of brain penetrant radiolabeled metabolites, and rapid
846 kinetics.88

847 Lemoine et al. have reported a series of fluorinated 5-HT7R
848 PET radioligands, which were developed on the scaffold of the
849 antagonist 5.89 The compounds were designed by inserting the

850
18F radionuclide in the 2-position of the phenylsulfonamide

851moiety. Autoradiography studies in rat brain were encouraging
852because the observed binding pattern was consistent with 5-
853HT7R distribution, and the specific binding was confirmed by
854pretreatment with the antagonist 5. Instead, modifications, such
855as (i) shifting of the fluorine from the 2- to the 4-position of the
856phenylsulfonamide moiety, (ii) introduction of the 2-methox-
857yphenylpiperazine instead of the 4-methylpiperidine, and (iii)
858elongation of the intermediate alkyl chain gave unsatisfactory
859 f19results.89 Compound [18F]68 (18F-2FP3, Figure 19) was selected
860for in vivo study in cats because of its promising properties (5-
861HT7Kb = 8.4 nM; 5-HT1A and 5-HT6Kb > 10 μM; logD = 1.43).
862[18F]68 showed high brain uptake, but in the absence of a valid
863reference region or an arterial input function, the full validity of
864this PET radioligand was not assessed. In a subsequent study,
865new 18-fluorinated analogues of [18F]68, which exhibited an
866improved affinity for the 5-HT7R and selectivity over the 5-
867HT1AR, have been studied. However, the new radiolabeled
868compounds showed unsatisfactory brain uptake.90

869Researchers at the Center for Integrated Molecular Brain
870Imaging (Cimbi) in Copenhagen (Denmark) have been actively
871involved in the development of PET radioligands for in vivo
872imaging of the 5-HT7R. Several long chain arylpiperazine
873derivatives bearing an oxindole nucleus as the terminal fragment

Figure 19. Potential PET radioligands for 5-HT7R visualization.
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874 have been studied as potential PET radioligands. Compounds
875 [11C]69 and [11C]70 ([11C]Cimbi-712 and [11C]Cimbi-717,
876 respectively, Figure 19), which showed a selectivity profile
877 adequate for the development of a PET radiotracer, were labeled
878 with 11C in high yields and studied in pig brain. Time−activity
879 curves of [11C]69 and [11C]70 showed high brain uptake and
880 distribution consistent with 5-HT7R brain distribution. Both
881 radioligands were specific for the 5-HT7R, as the binding could
882 be blocked by pretreatment with the antagonist 5 in a dose-
883 dependent manner. In addition, [11C]70 showed a more
884 reversible tracer kinetic profile compared to [11C]69.91 In
885 subsequent work, an ethyl moiety at the 3-position of the
886 oxindole nucleus of [11C]69 and [11C]70 was introduced to
887 prevent the rapid racemization of the compounds. However, the
888 new derivatives showed high nonspecific binding in vivo.92

889 Further efforts to obtain useful PET radioligands for the 5-HT7R
890 afforded compounds [11C]71 and [11C]72 ([11C]Cimbi-806 and
891 [11C]E-55888, respectively Figure 19). These compounds
892 showed high pig brain uptake which was not, however, blocked
893 by the antagonist 5, suggesting a high degree of nonspecific
894 binding (Figure 19).93,94 Therefore, compound [11C]70 is
895 currently the most promising radioligand for in vivo investigation
896 of the 5-HT7R.
897 [11C]-(R)-73 (Figure 19) was identified by following a
898 medicinal chemistry campaign at the University of Bari aimed
899 at the identification of a potential radioligand for 5-HT7R
900 visualization. [11C]-(R)-73 showed high 5-HT7R affinity (Ki =
901 3.4 nM) and good selectivity toward the 5-HT1AR (Ki = 197
902 nM). After intravenous injection in pigs, [11C]-(R)-73 easily
903 crossed the BBB and had a high brain uptake. However,
904 displacement studies with the antagonist 5 indicated that the
905 binding of [11C]-(R)-73 could be only partially blocked,
906 suggesting that [11C]-(R)-73 cannot be used as a radioligand
907 for PET imaging of the 5-HT7R.

95

908 In another attempt to develop a 5-HT7R PET radioligand, the
909 structure of the agonist 17 was manipulated with the aim to
910 obtain potent and selective 5-HT7R ligands with suitable
911 properties for a PET radioligand, including ease of labeling
912 with 11C or 18F. Compounds 74 and compound 75 (Figure 19)
913 were then labeled with 11C. The PET scan in vivo revealed that
914 both compounds were very rapidly metabolized and that they
915 were substrates of the efflux pumps present on the BBB. For
916 these reasons, the two radioligands were not investigated
917 further.96

918 Tiwari et al. have reported the synthesis and biological
919 evaluation of the imidazole derivative 76 (Figure 19) as a
920 potential PET radioligand for 5-HT7R visualization.97 This
921 compound showed good in vitro binding and selectivity
922 properties for 5-HT7R (Ki = 16.8 nM, 5-HT1AR Ki = 152 nM)
923 and adequate lipophilicity for BBB permeation. A preliminary
924 PET study in rat brain with [11C]76 revealed rapid accumulation
925 of radioactivity in the brain. However, in this case, displacement
926 studies with the unlabeled 76 or with the antagonist 5 also
927 revealed only a minimal decrease in brain radioactivity,
928 suggesting a high level of nonspecific binding.97

929 All of these studies clearly indicate that no valid selective 5-
930 HT7R PET radioligand has been identified so far and that more
931 efforts will be needed to fulfill this aim.

5. 5-HT7R IN CNS FUNCTIONS AND DISORDERS
932 The developments in 5-HT7R pharmacology and the availability
933 of 5-HT7R knockout mice have contributed to an understanding
934 of the role of 5-HT7R in CNS functions as well as in the

935pathophysiology of several neuropsychiatric disorders. Preclin-
936ical data link the 5-HT7R to a variety of CNS processes, including
937regulation of circadian rhythms, body temperature, mood,
938cognition, seizure threshold, and pain processing as well as
939mechanisms of addiction (for extensive reviews see refs 9,24). In
940recent years, increasing evidence suggests that 5-HT7R is part of
941the molecular cascade required for the establishment and
942maintenance of connectivity within neuronal networks and that
9435-HT7R-mediated structural reorganization during early and
944postnatal brain development might have a crucial role for the
945development and plasticity of forebrain areas and, consequently,
946can be implicated in the regulation of higher cognitive
947functions.98 In addition, central 5-HT7Rs modulate neuronal
948excitability and synaptic function and are important modulators
949in learning and memory.23 Here we discuss first the role of 5-
950HT7R in synaptic and structural plasticity of neuronal circuits in
951order to support the subsequent discussion about the role of 5-
952HT7R in neuropsychiatric disorders.
9535.1. Role of 5-HT7R in Structural Plasticity of Neuronal
954Circuits and Synaptic Plasticity. It is well-known that 5-HT
955plays a crucial role in brain development through modulation of
956neural cell proliferation, migration, and differentiation as well as
957neurite outgrowth, dendritic spine shape, and synaptogenesis.99

958Alterations of 5-HT brain levels during development produce
959severe abnormalities in the serotonergic signaling which affect
960the functional organization of neuronal circuits and may underlie
961the pathogenesis of several neurodevelopmental disorders.100

962The role of 5-HT7R in the development of postnatal neurons has
963been studied in hippocampal neurons, and it was demonstrated
964that 5-HT7R activation promotes neurite outgrowth, dendritic
965spines formation, and elevation of synaptic transmission and
966reduces synaptically evoked Ca2+ entry and long-term
967potentiation (LTP).20,21

968As discussed above, 5-HT7Rs are coupled to Gs or G12 protein.
969The expression levels of 5-HT7R and G12 protein in mice
970hippocampus progressively decrease during postnatal develop-
971ment. As a result, the stimulatory effects of 5-HT7R/G12 signaling
972on spinogenesis, synaptogenesis, and synaptic plasticity are
973restricted to early postnatal development stages and abolished in
974adult mice, suggesting that regulated expression of the 5-HT7R/
975G12 signaling pathway may represent a mechanism by which 5-
976HT specifically modulates formation of basal neuronal
977connections during the early postnatal development.21 The
978morphogenic effect of the 5-HT7R activation has been studied
979using different agonists, such as 5-HT and 1, the mixed 5-HT1A/7
980agonist 2, or the selective agonist 18.101,102 The specific
981involvement of 5-HT7R has been confirmed because the selective
982antagonist 5 was able to abolish the effect of the above agonists.
983In line with these findings, the selective 5-HT7R agonist 17 was
984able to stimulate neurite outgrowth in embryonic primary
985cultures from hippocampus, cortex, and striatum through
986multiple signal transduction pathways, such as the Rho GTPase,
987Cdc42 and Cdk5, ERK, and mTOR, which are known to
988converge on reorganization of cytoskeletal proteins.103,104

989Rojas et al. have studied the roles of the 5-HT1AR and the 5-
990HT7R on dendritic growth in cultured hippocampal neurons.
991They found that, at early neuronal stages, both 5-HT1AR and 5-
992HT7R promote the growth of secondary neurites, with no effect
993on neuritogenesis.102 Considering that the levels of these
994receptors change during development, the role of both receptor
995subtypes on neural morphology was studied at a more mature
996neuronal stage. The results indicated that 5-HT1AR restricts
997dendritogenesis and outgrowth of primary dendrites, whereas
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998 both 5-HT1AR and 5-HT7R promote short secondary dendrites
999 through Akt and ERK activation.105 These observations are of
1000 particular interest because 5-HT1AR and 5-HT7R can form
1001 homo- and heterodimers. Functionally, heterodimerization
1002 decreases 5-HT1AR-mediated activation of Gi protein without
1003 affecting 5-HT7R-mediated signaling. In addition, 5-HT1A/5-
1004 HT7 heterodimerization alters the profile of 5-HT1AR internal-
1005 ization, whereas the proportion of receptor heterodimers can
1006 vary during development because the production of 5-HT7R in
1007 the hippocampus decreases during postnatal development.29

1008 Therefore, changes in the functionality of these receptors on
1009 neuronal membranes along with variations in the ratio of 5-
1010 HT1AR and 5-HT7R expression during neuronal maturity could
1011 explain the complex role of 5-HT on morphology during
1012 development.
1013 Considering that the expression of 5-HT7R in the cortex and
1014 striatum remains stable during the whole postnatal development
1015 period, the effect of acute and prolonged activation of 5-HT7R in
1016 postnatal cortical and striatal neurons has been studied.106

1017 Pronounced neurite elongation and increased formation of
1018 dendritic spines and synaptogenesis were observed after
1019 treatment of cultured postnatal murine cortical neurons with
1020 the agonist 17. These data are in agreement with the previous
1021 observation that administration of 17 to adolescent rats leads to
1022 increased neural dendritic arborization in the nucleus accum-
1023 bens.107 In addition, neuronal cultures treated with the
1024 antagonist 5 as well as those obtained from 5-HT7R knockout
1025 mice showed reduced levels of dendritic protrusions, similar to
1026 those observed in untreated or wild-type cultures, suggesting that
1027 the constitutive activity of 5-HT7Rmay have an effect on synapse
1028 morphogenesis and may contribute to structural plasticity in
1029 adult cortex and striatum.106

1030 Formation of new dendritic protrusions and their conversion
1031 into functional synapses requires multiple and coordinated
1032 changes in the extracellular and intracellular environment that
1033 can involve extracellular proteases and proteolytic remodeling of
1034 cell-to-cell and cell-to-extracellular matrix (ECM) interactions.
1035 However, the mechanisms underlying the molecular interactions
1036 between ECM and receptor-mediated signaling in neurons have
1037 been poorly explored. Bijata et al. have addressed this aspect by
1038 focusing on 5-HT receptors and uncovering a signaling pathway
1039 that involve 5-HT7R and the matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP-
1040 9). They showed in neuronal cultures and organotypic slices
1041 from mice hippocampus that stimulation of 5-HT7R increases
1042 local MMP-9 activity by triggering spine remodeling, synaptic
1043 pruning, and impairment of LTP. In particular, the 5-HT7R-
1044 mediated activation of MMP-9 modulates the activity of the
1045 hyaluronan receptor CD44, a component of ECM, through the
1046 proteolytic cleavage of its extracellular domain. This leads to
1047 disinhibition of the small GTPase Cdc42, which becomes more
1048 accessible to 5-HT7R-mediated activation.108

1049 In agreement with the morphogenic role and the role in
1050 dendritic spines formation and synaptic contacts observed in
1051 hippocampus, 5-HT7R is involved in the modulation of synaptic
1052 plasticity. Hippocampal LTP and long-term depression (LTD)
1053 are the most studied paradigms of synaptic plasticity that
1054 participate in strengthening or weakening of synapses, paralleled
1055 by an increase or decrease of dendritic spine volume. In mouse
1056 hippocampal neurons, Kobe et al. have reported that the
1057 activation of 5-HT7R enhanced basal synaptic transmission by
1058 increasing the number of AMPA receptors. The enhancement of
1059 basal glutamatergic transmission might prevent further potentia-
1060 tion and, thus, a reduction of LTP was observed.21 In contrast to

1061this report, 5-HT7R knockout mice have been reported to show
1062decreased LTP in the CA3-CA1 hippocampal synapses,
1063suggesting that 5-HT7R are required for LTP.109 Because LTP
1064is mainly dependent on N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA)
1065receptors activation, such contrasting results can be explained by
1066considering the complex role of 5-HT7R activation on NMDA
1067receptors activity. In fact, in hippocampal neurons, acute
1068activation of 5-HT7R promotes NMDA receptor activity,
1069whereas long-term activation of 5-HT7R reduces the expression
1070of NMDA receptors on the cell membrane, thus inhibiting
1071glutamate receptor signaling.110

1072Activation of 5-HT7R modulates LTD mediated by metabo-
1073tropic glutamate receptors (mGluR-LTD), a form of synaptic
1074plasticity related to the removal of the AMPA receptor from
1075synaptic membranes by endocytosis. 5-HT7R activation
1076prevented mGluR-induced endocytosis of AMPA receptors
1077and reversed mGluR-LTD in the CA3−CA1 synapse in mouse
1078hippocampal slices.111

10795-HT7R activation by the agonist 18 improves synaptic
1080dysfunction in streptozotocin (STZ) treated rats, a model of
1081sporadic Alzheimer’s disease (AD), which is characterized by
1082impairments of LTP and neuronal apoptosis. In STZ-treated rats,
1083one month of treatment with 18 restored hippocampal LTP and
1084reduced neuronal apoptosis, suggesting that 5-HT7R activation
1085may open new strategies to slow down AD progression.112

10865-HT7R can modulate synaptic plasticity also in other brain
1087areas. 5-HT7R activation using 5-HT or compound 2 increases
1088the NMDA receptor-mediated component of mEPSCs in layer
1089II/III pyramidal neurons of the rat visual cortex.113,114 It has been
1090recently reported that in juvenile rats 5-HT7R activation reverses
1091NMDA receptor-dependent LTD in medial vestibular nucleus, a
1092major output area for neurons that project to vestibulo-spinal
1093pathway involved in postural control and higher cognitive
1094functions, thus contributing to the maturation of the vestibulo-
1095spinal circuit.123 5-HT7Rs are also critically involved in synaptic
1096plasticity of the parallel fiber-Purkinje cell (PF−PC) synapse in
1097the cerebellum that has been proposed as a mechanism for motor
1098learning. Activation of the 5-HT7R by the selective agonist 17 in
1099cerebellar slices from adult mice causes LTD of the PF−PC
1100synapse through a postsynaptic mechanism that involves PKC-
1101MAPK signaling pathway and culminates in AMPA receptor
1102internalization. In addition, 5-HT7R exerts a fine regulation of
1103synaptic plasticity at PF−PC synapses by favoring the emergence
1104of LTD vs LTP. In fact, pharmacological blockade of 5-HT7R
1105reduces the expression of postsynaptic PF-LTD, whereas
1106activation impairs postsynaptic LTP. This type of synaptic
1107control may enable the serotonergic pathways to prevent the
1108simultaneous occurrence of conflicting forms of plasticity at PF−
1109PC.115

11105.2. Mood Disorders. Early studies evidenced that several
1111antipsychotics and antidepressants can bind 5-HT7R with high
1112affinity. Next, it was reported that 5-HT7R knockout mice display
1113antidepressant-like behaviors in commonly used preclinical
1114animal models of depression such as the TST and the FST,
1115and similar results were obtained after pharmacological blockade
1116of 5-HT7R (for extensive reviews see refs 9,24). Moreover, the
1117antagonist 5 produced a faster antidepressant-like behavior as
1118compared to selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs)
1119when tested in the olfactory bulbectomy paradigm, which is
1120considered a model of agitated depression.116 5-HT7R seems to
1121be implicated in several physiological functions linked to mood
1122disorders such as sleep disorders. Similar to SSRIs, the blockade
1123or inactivation of 5-HT7R can counteract the reduction in sleep
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1124 time and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep latency in depressed
1125 patients.117 In addition to exerting an antidepressant-like effect,
1126 selective 5-HT7R blockade may also augment the behavioral
1127 effects of antidepressant drugs. In fact, an individually ineffective
1128 dose of compound 5 and an individually ineffective dose of one of
1129 several antidepressants, including SSRIs, are synergistic in
1130 reducing immobility in both FST and TST.118,119

1131 Thus, 5-HT7R represents a useful target for the development
1132 of new antidepressant therapeutic strategies. Preclinical studies
1133 in mice suggest that the clinically established antidepressant
1134 effect of the atypical antipsychotics 11, 13, and 14 (Figure 3) is
1135 most likely due to 5-HT7R blockade. In fact, all of these drugs
1136 behave as potent 5-HT7R antagonists120−123 and are able to
1137 reduce immobility in both the TST and the FST in wild-type
1138 mice but not in 5-HT7R knockout mice.119,121,123 In addition, the
1139 combination of compound 11 and citalopram reduced
1140 immobility in wild-type mice but not in 5-HT7R knockout
1141 mice.123 In line with these studies, the selective 5-HT7R
1142 antagonist, compound 9 (JNJ-18038683, Figure 2), was able to
1143 reduce immobility in mice in the TST and showed a synergistic
1144 antidepressant effect when administered with subeffective doses
1145 of citalopram.36 However, compound 9, when tested in patients
1146 with major depressive disorder (MDD), produced no statistically
1147 significant improvement over placebo on the Montgomery−
1148 Åsberg depression rating scale (MADRS). It should be noted
1149 that in that same study escitalopram was inactive as well.
1150 Nonetheless, a posthoc analysis using an enrichment window
1151 strategy showed a clinically meaningful difference between
1152 compound 9 and placebo, suggesting that compound 9 still
1153 deserved further investigations.36

1154 Compound 15 (vortioxetine, Figure 3) is a multimodal
1155 antidepressant recently approved by the Food and Drug
1156 Administration (FDA) for the treatment of MDD.124 Com-
1157 pound 15 behaves as an antagonist at 5-HT3 and 5-HT7
1158 receptors, a partial agonist at the 5-HT1B receptor, a full agonist
1159 at the 5-HT1AR, and inhibits 5-HT reuptake. At the molecular
1160 level, compound 15 increases extracellular levels of 5-HT
1161 through a combination of inhibition of 5-HT reuptake and
1162 modulation of an inhibitory feedback system involving various 5-
1163 HT receptor subtypes, including the 5-HT7R.

124 Compound 15
1164 showed antidepressant efficacy in several preclinical animal
1165 models as well as in clinical studies where a significant
1166 improvement on all items of MADRS was reported.124

1167 While the role of 5-HT7R in depression is well-established, the
1168 involvement in the regulation of anxiety-like behaviors is less
1169 consistent. No differences in assays sensitive to anxiety states
1170 have been observed between 5-HT7R knockout mice and wild-
1171 type controls.109 On the other hand, the antagonist 5 showed
1172 anxiolytic-like effects in several animal models such as the
1173 elevated plus maze and the marble burying test. However, it has
1174 been speculated that these effects could be more likely related to
1175 the antidepressant activity of 5.125 Instead, administration of the
1176 selective agonist 17 reduced anxiety-like behavior in the black
1177 and white box test and the dark/light test in mice.126 In addition,
1178 subchronic stimulation of the 5-HT7R with 17 during the
1179 prepuberal period reduced anxiety-related behavior in a rat
1180 model of attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder.127

1181 5.3. Schizophrenia. A possible role for 5-HT7R in
1182 schizophrenia was suggested by post-mortem studies that
1183 evidenced a marked reduction of 5-HT7R mRNA expression
1184 levels in brain tissue from schizophrenic patients.128 In addition,
1185 considerable preclinical and clinical evidence suggests that action
1186 on certain 5-HT receptor subtypes, especially partial agonism at

11875-HT1A, and antagonism at 5-HT2A, 5-HT6, and 5-HT7,
1188contributes to a reduce the risk of extrapyramidal side effects
1189and to improve specific cognition domains of atypical
1190antipsychotic drugs.129 A number of atypical antipsychotic
1191drugs, such as compounds 10−14 (Figure 3), which have been
1192proved to improve cognition domains, have high affinity for 5-
1193HT7Rs.

129

1194Thus, 5-HT7R antagonists have been evaluated in animal
1195models of schizophrenia based on the administration of
1196antagonists of the NMDA receptors, such as phencyclidine
1197(PCP), ketamine, or dizocilpine, that evoke not only behaviors
1198reflecting positive symptoms (e.g., hyperlocomotor activity) but
1199also negative symptoms (e.g., social withdrawal) and cognitive
1200impairments (e.g., deficits in working memory and attention).130

1201The selective 5-HT7R antagonist 4 reverses hyperactivity
1202induced by PCP in rats,131 whereas the antagonist 5 partially but
1203significantly blocked hyperactivity induced by ketamine in
1204mice.132 However, the available data suggest that the
1205antipsychotic-like activity elicited by selective 5-HT7R blockade
1206is weaker than that obtained with clinically proven antipsychotic
1207drugs.133

1208It has been proposed that the antimanic properties of
1209compound 10 (asenapine, Figure 3), a new atypical antipsychotic
1210prescribed for the treatment of psychosis and bipolar disorders,
1211are related to the antagonistic activity at 5-HT7Rs. Compound 10
1212is a multimodal drug displaying antagonist activity, beside 5-
1213HT7R, also at several 5-HT receptor subtypes, including
1214adrenergic and dopamine receptors. Compound 10 showed a
1215potent antimanic effect in the sleep deprivation (SD) rat model
1216of mania by significantly reducing hyperlocomotion. Electro-
1217physiological studies suggested that this effect wasmediated by 5-
1218HT7R antagonism because acute administration of 10 in the
1219dorsal raphe nucleus of SD rats was able to reduce the
1220suppressant effect on 5-HT neuronal firing activity induced by
1221the selective 5-HT7R agonist 16 or the mixed 5-HT1A/7 agonist
12222.134

1223Cognitive impairments are a core feature of schizophrenia and
1224involve multiple domains of cognition. The serotonergic action
1225of the atypical antipsychotics, in particular activation of 5-HT1AR
1226and blockade of 5-HT6 and 5-HT7 receptors, may contribute to
1227the beneficial effect of these drugs on cognition.129 Indeed, there
1228is evidence that blockade of 5-HT7R may have a pro-cognitive
1229effect in animal models predictive of schizophrenia.
1230Subchronic PCP administration in rats is believed to mimic
1231cognitive deficits in schizophrenia by selectively impairing
1232performance in a reversal learning test (a paradigm of executive
1233functioning), attentional set-shifting test (a measure of cognitive
1234flexibility), andNOR test (a paradigm of declarative memory).135

1235The antipsychotic drugs 11 and 14 are able to ameliorate NOR
1236deficits induced by subchronic administration of PCP, and this
1237effect is abolished by the selective 5-HT7R agonist 18.136 The
1238antagonist 5 potentiates subeffective doses of 11 or 14 to restore
1239NOR in PCP-treated rats.136 Acute administration of 5 as well as
1240pretreatment with 5 or 11 was able to reverse the subchronic
1241PCP-induced deficit in reversal learning in mice.26,137 This effect
1242was not elicited by the 5-HT7R agonist 18, confirming that
1243antagonism at 5-HT7R, but not agonism, is able to restore
1244function in principal cortical neurons impaired by NMDA
1245receptor blockade.
1246The antagonist 5 was able to revert the dizocilpine-induced
1247cognitive deficit in the delayed nonmatching to position task, a
1248translational behavioral model of working memory, and in an
1249autoshaping Pavlovian instrumental learning task in rats.138,139
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1250 Acute administration of the antagonist 5 in rats ameliorates
1251 deficits in the attentional set-shifting task and in NOR paradigm
1252 after ketamine administration, a model of transient neuro-
1253 cognitive impairments.140

1254 Pharmacological blockade of the 5-HT7R may also have
1255 therapeutic implications for the treatment of negative symptoms
1256 in schizophrenia. In fact, compounds 5 and 14 ameliorate
1257 ketamine-induced social withdrawal in rats and this effect was
1258 abolished by the 5-HT7R agonist 18.141

1259 5.4. Drug Addiction. On the basis of neuroanatomical,
1260 biochemical, physiological, and behavioral observations, 5-HT7R
1261 may play a key role in the mechanisms underlying addiction.142

1262 This hypothesis has been formulated starting from the
1263 observation that the tendency for novelty-seeking is inversely
1264 correlated with the gene expression of the 5-HT7R in brain areas
1265 crucial for addiction such as thalamo-cortical projection areas and
1266 the dorsal hippocampus.143 Novelty seeking is one of the
1267 defining characteristics of a sensation-seeking personality in
1268 humans, which is defined by the seeking of novel sensations and
1269 the willingness to take physical, social, legal, and financial risks for
1270 the sake of such experience and has been correlated with
1271 vulnerability to psychopathological disorders and drug addic-
1272 tion.144 In rodents, novelty seeking has been defined as a
1273 preference for novel objects or environments. High novelty-
1274 seeking rodents display enhanced exploratory behavior toward
1275 novel situations, objects, or stimuli.145 In high responder (HR)
1276 rats, which express a high level of novelty seeking and drug-taking
1277 behavior, mRNA expression levels of 5-HT7R were significantly
1278 lower than those in low responder (LR) rats, which express the
1279 opposite phenotype. It was suggested that low levels of 5-HT7R
1280 mRNA correlated with decreased aversion to forced exposure to
1281 novelty.143 When tested in the NOR task, LR rats showed
1282 increased exploration of novel object and an ability to
1283 discriminate visual stimuli better than HR rats. The admin-
1284 istration of the antagonist 5 decreased exploration of novel object
1285 in LR rats but not in HR rats, suggesting that 5-HT7R activity
1286 may play a role in the cognitive processes that regulate the
1287 emotional adaptation to changes in the environment.146

1288 Another study proposed that 5-HT7R stimulation increases
1289 novelty-seeking and promotes risk-prone behavior by boosting
1290 motivation or behavioral disinhibition.147 In a novelty-preference
1291 test, acute stimulation of 5-HT7R by the selective agonist 17
1292 (Figure 4) induced a clear novelty preference and novelty-
1293 induced hyperactivity. In the “Probabilistic-Delivery Task”
1294 (rPDT) operant paradigm, which is used to evaluate risk
1295 proneness of rats, subchronic 5-HT7R activation increased risk-
1296 seeking behavior by shifting the choice of the rats toward a larger
1297 yet unlikely reward. Although further studies are needed to
1298 understand the role of the 5-HT system in modulating the
1299 pathways related to vulnerability to various addictive features,
1300 this study opens new perspectives for the treatment of addictive
1301 behavior, including those related to gambling.147

1302 While a high level of sensation seeking may be a powerful
1303 incentive to start experimenting with recreational drugs or
1304 alcohol at an early age, impulsive traits may be more involved in
1305 the subsequent loss of behavioral control and the development of
1306 abuse or dependence.148 Leo et al. have provided evidence for a
1307 direct relationship between tonic 5-HT7R function and the
1308 modulation of impulsive behavior and self-control capacity.149 In
1309 intolerance-to-delay task, an animal model of impulsivity with
1310 possible relevance for drug abuse, rats treated with methyl-
1311 phenidate during adolescence showed reduced impulsive
1312 behavior in adulthood.149 This behavior could be counteracted

1313by administration of the antagonist 5. Instead, stimulation of 5-
1314HT7R by the agonist 2 (Figure 1) reduced impulsive behavior in
1315naiv̈e adolescent and adult rats. These behavioral changes may be
1316related to changes in gene expression because methylphenidate
1317has been shown to upregulate 5-HT7R mRNA expression in
1318different brain areas.149

13195.5. Pain. It is known that 5-HT plays complex modulatory
1320roles in pain signaling mechanisms exerting pro-nociceptive
1321effects at the periphery and antinociceptive effects at the spinal
1322cord level. This complex role could be related to the existence of
1323multiple 5-HT receptor subtypes expressed in both the periphery
1324and CNS.150 Convergent anatomical studies showed that 5-
1325HT7Rs are expressed at critical synaptic relays along nociceptive
1326neuronal pathways.151,152 Early studies suggested a peripheral
1327pro-nociceptive action of 5-HT through 5-HT7R activation
1328because the selective antagonist 5 prevented the pain-promoting
1329effect of 5-HT or of the agonist 1 (Figure 1) injected into a
1330hindpaw in formalin-induced local nociceptive responses in
1331rat.151,153 Furthermore, in rat models of neuropathic pain (i.e.,
1332chronic constriction injury to the sciatic nerve or spinal nerve
1333ligation), systemic administration of the antagonist 5 reduced
1334hyperalgesia and tactile allodynia.154,155 However, such findings
1335appear in contradiction with the studies of Brenchat et al., who
1336reported that systemic administration of the antagonists 4 or 5
1337enhanced mechanical hypersensitivity associated with capsaicin-
1338induced hyperalgesia or nerve injury in mice.41,156 These
1339discrepancies could be explained in terms of possible species
1340differences and/or model of neuropathic pain selected for the
1341study.
1342The antinociceptive potential of 5-HT7R antagonists would
1343suggest a pro-nociceptive effect of 5-HT7R agonists. Accordingly,
1344intra-articular administration of the agonist 2 to rats increased c-
1345Fos expression in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord through
1346activation of 5-HT7R located on peripheral terminals of primary
1347afferent nociceptive fibers.151 Similarly, after an intracisternal
1348injection of capsaicin, systemic administration of the selective
1349agonist 17 strongly increased Fos-like immunoreactivity in
1350superficial laminae of the caudal nucleus of the trigeminal nerve
1351in rats.157 In contrast to the above finding, several studies have
1352reported that the 5-HT7R mediates antinociceptive effects at the
1353CNS level. Blockade of spinal 5-HT7R by intrathecal injection of
1354the antagonist 5 prevented the antinociceptive effects of systemic
1355administration of analgesic drugs.158,159 Furthermore, systemic
1356treatment with different 5-HT7R agonists, such as compounds 19
1357and 20 (Figure 4), produced marked reductions in mechanical
1358and thermal hypersensitivity in various chronic pain models with
1359central and/or peripheral sensitization.41,42,150,155,156 These
1360contradictory results could be explained, at least in part, by the
1361rapid desensitization of the 5-HT7R triggered by agonists which
1362reflects on 5-HT neuronal firing. Moreover, considering that 5-
1363HT7R are expressed on GABAergic interneurons within the
1364dorsal horn of the spinal cord, a 5-HT7R-mediated activation of
1365inhibitory interneurons cannot be ruled out.150

1366Santello and Nevian have shown that activation of 5-HT7R
1367alleviates pain by reversing dendritic dysfunctions in the anterior
1368cingulate cortex (ACC), a cortical area essential for the conscious
1369experience of pain.160 Sciatic nerve injury in mice induced an
1370activity-dependent dysfunction of hyperpolarization-activated
1371cyclic nucleotide-regulated (HCN) channels in the dendrites of
1372layer 5 pyramidal neurons, the principal output neurons of the
1373ACC, resulting in enhanced temporal summation of synaptic
1374inputs and increased neuronal firing. Activation of 5-HT7R by the
1375agonist 1 (Figure 1) increases HCN channel function, via
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1376 adenylate cyclase, restores normal dendritic integration and
1377 reduces in vivo allodynia-like behavior. In addition, in vivo
1378 activation of 5-HT7R in mice with the agonist 17 completely
1379 abolished the pain-induced shift in place preference in a place
1380 escape/avoidance paradigm, which depends on the ACC, and it
1381 is thought to be related to the emotional/affective component of
1382 pain. Therefore, 5-HT7R activation could be useful to reduce the
1383 emotional distress associated with chronic pain.161

1384 5.6. Cognitive Functions. It is well-known that 5-HT
1385 neurotransmission modulates cognitive functions in brain areas
1386 involved in learning and memory, such as prefrontal cortex,
1387 striatum, and hippocampus, which receive serotonergic projec-
1388 tion.162 A possible role for 5-HT7R in learning and memory
1389 processes is suggested by the high expression levels within the
1390 hippocampus, a brain area crucially involved in learning, and by
1391 its involvement in the modulation of hippocampal synaptic
1392 transmission and plasticity.
1393 Behavioral studies using 5-HT7R knockout and wild-type mice
1394 have evaluated the role of 5-HT7R in place-based learning such as
1395 spatial and contextual memory and navigation ability (see ref 24).
1396 5-HT7 R knockout mice show impaired contextual but not cued
1397 fear conditioning, suggesting that 5-HT7R are needed for
1398 integrative learning mechanisms involved in contextual experi-
1399 ments.109 In the NOR test, a type of visual episodic memory that
1400 depends on brain cortex, 5-HT7R knockout mice displayed the
1401 same ability to discriminate a novel object as wild-type mice.
1402 Pharmacological blockade of 5-HT7R by 5 exerted no effect or
1403 even improved recognition memory when administered before
1404 the acquisition trial, whereas a deficit in the recognition memory
1405 is observed when 5 is administered during the consolidation
1406 phase.163 Instead, the administration of the agonist 1 during the
1407 consolidation phase improved memory, suggesting that 5-HT7R
1408 activation can affect also cortex-dependent memory.164 Interest-
1409 ingly, it has been hypothesized that the decrease in hippocampal
1410 expression of the 5-HT7R may underlie age-related deficits in
1411 allocentric spatial navigation.165

1412 Behavioral studies in rodents have demonstrated that
1413 activation of 5-HT7R exerts a pro-cognitive effect on hippo-
1414 campus-dependent contextual learning. In the passive avoidance
1415 task for emotional learning, 5-HT7R stimulation counteracts the
1416 learning impairment induced by 5-HT1AR receptor activation.166

1417 In adult rats trained in an autoshaping Pavlovian/instrumental
1418 learning task, administration of the 5-HT7R agonist 18 impaired
1419 short-term memory but improved long-term memory,167

1420 whereas the 5-HT7R agonist 17 had no effect on short-term
1421 memory but improved long-term memory.168,169 At the
1422 molecular level, these pro-cognitive effects seem to be related
1423 to increased levels of cAMP and were blocked by the
1424 administration of 5.
1425 These studies indicate that 5-HT7R agonists and antagonists
1426 may have both promnesic or amnesic effects. This is not
1427 surprising considering the different models and the different type
1428 of memory that have been tested, which involve different brain
1429 areas and neuronal circuits. Moreover, learning and memory are
1430 related to stress, therefore, the observed effects might also be
1431 influenced by 5-HT7R-mediated effects on mood.
1432 Cognitive dysfunctions are prevalent in patients with MDD
1433 and can persist even in remitted patients.170 In preclinical studies,
1434 the antidepressant drug 15 (Figure 3) enhances hippocampal
1435 LTP and memory in various cognitive tasks.171 In addition,
1436 compound 15 induces dendritic spine enlargement and increases
1437 the number of spines in contact with presynaptic terminals.172 As
1438 dendritic spines are a major locus of synaptic plasticity, these

1439results suggest that the beneficial effect of 15 on cognitive
1440dysfunctions in MDD could be related to the effect on
1441remodeling neuronal circuitry and morphological plasticity. To
1442date, it is not known which of 5-HT receptors is involved in
1443modulation of the neuronal plasticity shown by compound 15. It
1444is likely that 5-HT7R may contribute to such an effect.
14455.7. Neurodevelopmental Disorders and Autism
1446Spectrum Disorder (ASD). A large body of evidence suggests
1447that abnormalities in the brain 5-HT system can be a casual
1448mechanism in ASD.173 Numerous clinical studies have evidenced
1449abnormal synthesis and increased uptake of 5-HT, morpho-
1450logical alteration of serotonergic fibers, and reduced expression
1451of 5-HT receptor subtypes, such as 5-HT1A and 5-HT2 receptors,
1452in the brain of ASD patients.174,175 In addition, the lack of 5-HT
1453during early stages of development is likely to disrupt the wiring
1454architecture of the brain.175

1455The involvement of 5-HT7R in brain development has
1456recently emerged, and several studies have contributed to
1457illuminating its role in the reorganization of neuronal networks
1458and the modulation of neural plasticity during later devel-
1459opmental stages and in adulthood.21,22,109 Recent studies have
1460shown that activation of 5-HT7Rs corrects molecular, electro-
1461physiological, and behavioral abnormalities in animal models of
1462fragile X syndrome (FXS) and Rett syndrome (RTT).113,176−178

1463FXS and RTT are genetic forms of intellectual disabilities
1464associated with autistic behavior. FXS, the most common
1465inherited intellectual disability, is caused by silencing of the
1466Fmr1 gene coding for the fragile X mental retardation protein
1467(FMRP), an mRNA binding protein that functions as a regulator
1468of protein translation. The absence of FMRP results in a
1469dysregulation of protein synthesis, leading to altered synapse
1470morphology and synaptic dysfunction.179 Fmr1 knockout mice
1471exhibit altered dendritic spine density and morphology,
1472abnormally enhanced mGluR-LTD, autistic features, and a
1473reduced behavioral flexibility. Activation of the 5-HT7R by the
1474agonists 2 or 17 is able to rescue mGluR-LTD in Fmr1 knockout
1475mice, restoring LTD levels comparable to that ofWTmice,113,176

1476and this effect is mediated by an increase of the cellular levels of
1477cAMP (unpublished results). This might have important
1478functional consequences because long-term synaptic plasticity
1479plays a fundamental role in shaping the structure and function of
1480brain circuits, is crucially involved in learning and memory, and is
1481believed to underlie behavioral flexibility.180 In addition, in vivo
1482activation of 5-HT7R by agonist 17 is able to improve cognitive
1483functions in the mouse model of FXS (unpublished results).
1484RTT is a rare neurodevelopmental disorder due to loss-of-
1485function mutations in the MECP2 gene, which encodes a
1486multifunctional protein that binds to methylated DNA and acts
1487as a key transcriptional regulator. RTT is characterized by severe
1488behavioral symptoms, including autistic-like behaviors, anxiety,
1489motor disturbances, stereotypic hand movements, and severe
1490cognitive dysfunction.181 It has been demonstrated that the
1491administration of the selective 5-HT7 agonist 17 is able to rescue
1492the behavioral impairments in MeCP2-308 mice, a mouse model
1493of RTT, improving anxiety-related profiles in a light/dark test,
1494motor abilities in a dowel test, exploratory behavior in the marble
1495burying test, as well as memory in the novelty preference task. At
1496a molecular level, administration of 17 to MeCP2-308 mice
1497restored control levels of the Rho GTPases effector molecules
1498PAK and cofilin, key regulators of actin cytoskeleton dynamics
1499and thus is crucially involved in neuronal plasticity.177,178 In
1500addition, targeting the 5-HT7R can rescue brain mitochondrial
1501dysfunction in heterozygous female MeCP2-308 and MeCP2-
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1502 Bird mice (a more severely affected RTTmodel). Administration
1503 of 17 was able to rescue brain mitochondrial respiratory chain
1504 impairment, oxidative phosphorylation deficiency, and enhance a
1505 reduced energy status. Moreover, treatment with 17 completely
1506 restored the overproduction of radical species by brain
1507 mitochondria in the MeCP2-308 model and partially recovered
1508 the oxidative imbalance in MeCP2-Bird mice.182

1509 A recent study has suggested that partial agonism at both 5-
1510 HT1AR and 5-HT7R can be useful to improve repetitive and
1511 stereotypic behavior, which is a core symptom in ASD. The
1512 systemic administration of the mixed 5-HT1A/5-HT7 partial
1513 agonist (+)-5-(2′-fluorophenyl)-N,N-dimethyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahy-
1514 dronaphthalen-2-amine ((+)-5-FPT) is able to reduce or
1515 eliminate stereotypy in three different mouse models without
1516 altering locomotor activity on its own and to enhance social
1517 interactions.183

1518 Finally, it has been proposed that administration of 5-HT7R
1519 antagonists, such as compound 14 (Figure 3), can contribute to
1520 reduced behavioral inflexibility, and this might be of relevance in
1521 ASD because reduced behavioral flexibility (i.e., a reduced ability
1522 to replace a previously acquired rule with a new one in adaptation
1523 to a new environmental context) is considered a typical feature of
1524 ASD.23,141,184

1525 Further studies are necessary to clarify the relationship
1526 between altered synaptic plasticity and behavioral flexibility in
1527 ASD and thus the therapeutic potential of 5-HT7 receptor
1528 agonists or antagonists in the treatment of behavioral deficits
1529 related to ASD.

6. 5-HT7R INVESTIGATIONAL DRUGS AND CLINICAL
1530 TRIALS
1531 Over the past few years, several multimodal drugs acting also on
1532 5-HT7Rs have been approved for clinical use and have entered
1533 the market mainly for schizophrenia and depression treatment.
1534 As discussed in paragraph 5.2, compound 9 (Figure 2) was the
1535 first relatively selective 5-HT7R antagonist with suitable drug-like
1536 properties that entered a phase II clinical trial for the treatment of
1537 MDD (NCT00566202).36 The lack of assay sensitivity
1538 contributed to the failure of this study and did not allow a
1539 definitive conclusion regarding the antidepressant efficacy of
1540 compound 9. Currently, 9 is under evaluation in a phase II
1541 clinical trial as adjunctive treatment to standard pharmacologic
1542 therapy to ameliorate cognition deficits and reduce residual
1543 depress ive symptoms in s tab le b ipo la r pa t i ent s
1544 (NCT02466685).
1545 The dopamine/serotonin stabilizer 77 (RP5063, also known

f20 1546 as oxaripiprazole, Figure 20) is being developed by Reviva

1547Pharmaceuticals for the treatment of schizophrenia and
1548schizoaffective disorders. Compound 77 exhibits high binding
1549affinity with partial agonism at the dopamine D2, D3, and D4 and
1550serotonin 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptors and antagonism at 5-
1551HT2B, 5-HT2C, 5-HT6, and 5-HT7 receptors. The balance of
1552agonism and antagonism at dopaminergic and serotonergic
1553receptors is believed to be responsible for the overall stabilizing
1554effect and the improved side effect profile as compared to classic
1555antipsychotic drugs. In a multidose study in schizophrenic
1556patients, compound 77 induced improvements of both positive
1557and negative symptoms and showed a favorable safety profile that
1558may result in good patients compliance (NCT01490086).185

1559Breaburn Pharmaceuticals is currently developing compound
1560ATI-9242 as an atypical antipsychotic. This compound is
1561purpoted to be a modulator of acetylcholine, dopamine,
1562GABA, NMDA, and 5-HT7 receptor; unfortunately, the structure
1563has not been disclosed.
1564Behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia represent
1565a substantial medical challenge among elderly patients because
1566antypsychotic drugs may worsen cognitive functioning in
1567patients who already suffer from cognitive deficits. It has been
1568proposed that a combination of potent antagonism at 5-HT6, 5-
1569HT7, and 5-HT2A receptors with moderate antagonism at
1570dopamine D2 and D3 receptors can be useful for the treatment of
1571psychotic symptoms and mood deficits without affecting
1572cognition. The investigational drug 78 (ADN-1184, Figure 20)
1573possesses a preclinical profile that corresponds to these criteria,
1574being able to improve measures of antipsychotic-like and
1575antidepressant-like efficacy without affecting motor control and
1576memory performance.186

1577Compound 79 (AVN-101, Figure 20), a potent 5-HT7R
1578antagonist (Ki = 153 pM) with slightly lesser potency toward 5-
1579HT6, 5-HT2A, and 5-HT2C receptors (Ki = 1.2−2.0 nM), has been
1580proposed as a multitarget drug candidate for the treatment of
1581CNS disorders with cognitive impairment, including AD. In fact,
1582compound 79 had positive effects in animal models of impaired
1583and innate cognition along with anxyolitic and antidepressive
1584activity. In addition, a phase I clinical study indicated that 79 was
1585well tolerated after oral administration.187

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
1586Twenty-five years after the discovery of the 5-HT7R, much has
1587been learned about expression, signaling, and function in vitro
1588and in vivo of this GPCR. Starting from 2000, the availability of
1589selective antagonists and agonists as well as of 5-HT7R knockout
1590mice drove significant progress in the understanding of the
1591physiopathological role of the 5-HT7R. Around the year 2000,
1592there was a burst of medicinal chemistry effort centered on the
1593development of selective 5-HT7R antagonists and agonists.
1594Various chemical classes, especially arylsulfonamides and
1595arylpiperazines, were thoroughly investigated, leading to the
1596identification of the molecules that are currently considered as
1597gold standard pharmacological tools for 5-HT7R research. Later
1598medicinal chemistry efforts were focused on the identification of
15995-HT7R antagonists and agonists characterized by metabolic
1600stability greater than that of the available pharmacological tools.
1601These efforts were strongly supported by computational
1602protocols. One successful example is represented by the study
1603of Zajdel and co-workers,74 in which basic moieties as an
1604alternative to the arylpiperazine element were identified within a
1605virtual combinatorial library by combining a virtual screening
1606protocol with the potential of solid phase synthesis. This study
1607led to the identification of a new class of potent 5-HT7RFigure 20. Structure of investigational drugs acting on 5-HT7R.
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1608 antagonists with different degrees of selectivity and in some cases
1609 good metabolic stability. SAR studies have been also devoted to
1610 the identification of a 5-HT7R PET radioligand candidatse.
1611 However, these efforts have not led to to the identification of a
1612 suitable 5-HT7R radioligand, and this is still an unmet need. As
1613 underlined above, in silico methodologies gave support to the
1614 identification of relatively new scaffolds capable of binding to the
1615 5-HT7R. To this end, the most relevant progress is represented
1616 by the recent identification of low-basicity 5-HT7R ligands.
1617 These ligands showed a better pharmacokinetic profile when
1618 compared to basic ligands. Future studies will show how valuable
1619 these molecules are in 5-HT7R research. Additional progress is
1620 expected from a combination of in silico and in vitro approaches
1621 such as molecular dynamics simulation and site-directed
1622 mutagenesis, as in the case of the study by Impellizzeri et
1623 al.,188 who identified the essential residues for binding and
1624 activation to the 5-HT7R, paving the way for the design of new
1625 agonist chemotypes. In silico approaches would also take great
1626 advantages from the crystallization of 5-HT7R, which is yet to
1627 come.
1628 The most recent studies are opening new perspectives for the
1629 study of the 5-HT7R at the cell and organism level. At the cellular
1630 level, the physiological relevance of post-translational events,
1631 such as the formation of 5-HT7R homodimers or 5-HT7R/5-
1632 HT1AR heterodimers, is almost completely unexplored. 5-HT7R/
1633 5-HT1AR heterodimer formation can influence signaling of each
1634 receptor of the dimer, and this is likely to play a role in the
1635 pathophysiology of 5-HT7R and 5-HT1AR receptors in the CNS.
1636 In this respect, it has been proposed that different amounts of
1637 heterodimers in pre- versus postsynaptic neurons may be
1638 critically involved in the onset of psychiatric disorders such as
1639 depression and anxiety and in the response to drug treatment.189

1640 One additional element of complexity is brought by the different
1641 roles played by the 5-HT7R and the 5-HT1AR on dendritic
1642 growth. Is there any role 5-HT7R/5-HT1AR heterodimers in
1643 these events? From a medicinal chemistry viewpoint, 5-HT7R/5-
1644 HT1AR heterodimers will likely represent a new area of
1645 exploration in order to identify powerful tools for studying 5-
1646 HT7R/5-HT1AR dimerization, as it is happening for other GPCR
1647 heterodimers.190

1648 As for the clinical relevance of the 5-HT7R, it is widely
1649 accepted that 5-HT7R blockade produces antidepressant effects.
1650 The failure of the first clinical trial with the selective 5-HT7R
1651 antagonist 9 has not allowed the drawing of a definitive
1652 conclusion regarding selective 5-HT7R blockade as a therapeutic
1653 strategy that would be an alternative to selective serotonin
1654 reuptake inhibition. Instead, studies on the multimodal
1655 antidepressant drug 15 indicates that 5-HT7R blockade along
1656 with the modulation of multiple 5-HT receptors can deliver new
1657 antidepressants drugs with the potential to treat cognitive
1658 dysfunction associated with major depression. The notion that 5-
1659 HT7R blockade is an ancillary but yet favorable activity to
1660 improve mood and/or cognition in multitargeted drugs has been
1661 confirmed by several studies on antipsychotic drugs acting at
1662 multiple monoaminergic GPCRs. Preclinical data are showing
1663 that the new investigational drugs capable of blocking the 5-
1664 HT7R ameliorate cognitive deficits associated with schizophrenia
1665 or dementia. These findings confirm that the “magic bullet”
1666 concept in drug discovery is coming to an end and can explain the
1667 modest interest of pharmaceutical companies in developing
1668 selective 5-HT7R antagonists and, on the contrary, the increasing
1669 interest in searching modulators of multiple 5-HTRs.

1670In recent years, various studies have shown that 5-HT7R
1671signaling is implicated in neuronal plasticity, excitability, and
1672morphology, hence contributing to the establishment of brain
1673connectivity during embryonic and early postnatal life and even
1674in the mature brain. Various recent studies have clearly
1675demonstrated that 5-HT7R activation is able to rescue molecular
1676and behavioral phenotypes in animal models of neuro-
1677developmental disorders like FXS and RTT, which are
1678conditions with no current therapy. Further translational
1679research is necessary to establish the therapeutic potential of 5-
1680HT7R agonists in these rare diseases. In this respect, the huge
1681potential offered by human induced pluripotent stem cells from
1682FXS and RTT individuals waits to be exploited.191 ASD is a
1683common comorbid condition in FXS patients, and this led to the
1684assumption that ASD symptoms may reflect the same underlying
1685neurobiological impairments in both FXS and nonsyndromic
1686ASD. Thus, the study of neurodevelopmental disorders such as
1687FXS and RTT, which are a syndromic form of ASD, has yielded
1688information at the molecular level on pathways critical for
1689cognitive and social development and also in nonsyndromic
1690(idiopathic) ASD patients. Because new research is revealing
1691common features between syndromic and nonsyndromic forms
1692of ASD, shared therapeutic approaches seem possible for this
1693class of conditions. It will therefore be of interest to examine the
1694effect of 5-HT7R modulators in animal models of nonsyndromic
1695ASD.
1696On the basis of the involvement of the 5-HT7R subtype in
1697hippocampal neuronal function and dendritic rearrangement, a
1698recent study has focused on the effects of 5-HT7R activation on
1699hippocampal synaptic plasticity and apoptosis in a rat model of
1700AD, leading to promising results. Further investigations will
1701reveal the therapeutic potential of targeting 5-HT7R activation in
1702AD, particularly in view of the proposed link between 5-HT7R
1703signaling and tau pathology.192

1704In conclusion, after 25 years of research, much information are
1705known about the 5-HT7R has been developed but further
1706research is required to dissect the role of the 5-HT7R in
1707physiology and pathology.
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